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LeftIndian Ferment an
Six workers face death in the electric

chair in Atlanta, Ga. becaus* they ad-
dressed meetings of Negro and white work-
ers and urged them to fight against lynch-
ing and unemployment. They include two
•white women and two Negroes.

The six workers are held under a state
law passed in 1861 which calls for the
death penalty for those convicted on the
charge o£ "inciting to insurrection". Up
Mntil the present time no one has ever been
convicted under- that law.

The prosecuting attorney has stated
that when the six workers are brought to
trial he will demand that they be sent to
the chair. Only if the jury that convicts
them urges clemency, can they be given a
prison sentence instead of being burned
to death. The Southern capitalist class
wants to quickly stamp out any efforts to
organize the Negro and white workers for
a united struggle. There is no doubt that
a .maximum effort will be made to secure
a conviction, hoping in that way to terror-
ize the workers.

Those facing the electric chair are M.H,
Powers, vCommunist Party organizer;
Joseph Carr, Young Communist League or-
ganizer; Mary Dalton. National Textile
iWorkers Union organizer; Anna Burlak,
International Labor Defense organizer;
Gilmer Brady, national organizer, American
Negro Labor Congress and Henry Storey, a
member of tfi»e Atlanta branch of the
'A. N. L. C.

The International Labor Defense is
conducting the campaign for the defense
of these six workers. So far it has failed
to arouse the masses to action. Only a few
isolated meetings have been held which
have hardly received any publicity in either
the capitalist or Party press.

A broad united front movement must
be started all over the country on behalf
of the six workers. The International La-
bor Defense together with all labor organ-
izations that can be brought into action
must arrange mighty protest demonstra-
loiis demanding freedom too the jailed

Chimese Lessons
Reports from subsidized sources minim-

ize it but British imperialism is nevertheless
unable to suppress the fact that the Indian
ferment is still gaining in breadth and in
depth. The insurgents have begun to pass
over from breaking the government salt
monopoly to the refusal to pay taxes. Sim-
ultaneously the civil disobedience campaign
which the petty bourgeoisie, in fear of
real mass action strives to hold within the
limits of pacifist non-resistance—is over-
flowing the barriers erected for it by the
Nationalist Congress.

After generations of oppression and ex-
ploitatiou, the Indian masses moving in tid-
al waves of revolt are presentng the world
with one of the grandiose spectacles of his-
tory. The uprising of the colonial Orient,
precipitating the solution of the agrarian
and national problems of the democratic
revolution in conjunction with the in-terna-
tional and socialist revolutionary whose class
bearer is the proletariat—this is one of the
outstanding features of the final stage of
capitalism.

MaeDonald—Bourgeois Agent
It is no less characteristic that the torch-

carriers of the imperialist suppression of
the Indian revolt, should be the "socialist"
Labor government of the canting MacDonald.

How can any worker still cling to his
last remnant of faith in the social democ-
racy? The Indian situation fully confirms the
justice of Lenin's contention that the
"socialists" are agents of the bourgeoisie.
Mac Donald is prepared to repeat a huu-
••~»..«..*..*..«..«««..«.>«»«>.««.fl'<«»«'.«..«>.«»*»«.'«««««"«<>*<.«»*«*..«<'t
organizers.

Powers and Carr are scheduled to go
on trial on June 7. The date for the trial
of the others h'as not as yet been set.
The time is short. Action must be swift.
Let the campaign to free the six workers
be started on a basis than can bring success.

dred Amritzar massacres to maintain the
Empire. No revolutionary Marxist expected
anything else from the Labor government but
the continuation of the long chain of crimes
and betrayals committed by the Second
International snce 1914. Socialist reformism
inevitably becomes socialist imperialism.

But it would be a profound mistake and
delusion to conceive of the present crisis
in India as the decisive struggle for free-
dom from British imperialism. The move-
ent of the masses still has no other leader-
ship than the bourgeoisie and all historical
experience bears out that the bourgeoisie
will betray the struggle at the first oppor-
tune agreement that they reach with the
foreign Imperialists and at the first sign
that the masses are turning not only
against the foreign but no less against the
native exploiter. The bourgeoisie in the
epoch of imperialism is incapable of carry-
ing on a consistent struggle for the dem-
ocratic revolution, and has no intention of
peacefully allowing the proletariat to as-
sume the leadership. Here the lessons of
the Chinese Revolution are an invaluable
source of instruction and guidance for the
proletarian vanguard in India.

India and the Proletariat
The Indian Revolution will triumph

milder the leadership of the Indian proletar-
iat or not at all. It will triumph as the
dictatorship of the proletariat or not at all.

This means that there are certain in-
dispensible pro-requisites for the revolu-
tion. That the Communist International,
the world organization of the revolutionary
working class, should have to enact the
role practically of a passive onlooker in
the present crisis, is one of the most damn-
ing indictment of the Stalin regime. That
there is no Communist Party in India today
worth its salt is the direct outcome of the

( Continued on Page 8 )

Build Mass Movement
(or Mar. 6 Jailed

Growing out of the campaign on be-
half of the millions of unemployed worker*
in the. United States, and directly from th«
March 6th Unemployment) Demonstration
in Union Square, New York City, Win. Z.
Poster, I. Amter, Robert Minor and Ray-
mond have been serving sentences of six
months to three years upon trumped up
charges and conviction for "inciting to
riot". In unparralleled star-chamber pro-
ceedings denied, bail and jury trial and an
opportunity to have defense witnesses
heard, the defendants, Communists, were
railroaded to long, harsh prison sentences.

New York capitalism has demonstrated
graphically the viciousness and hatred of
capitalist class justice against workingmen
and their leaders, in other parts of the
country, the bourgeoisie follow the lead
of New York in the extension on a national
scale of the persecution of the Communist*
and other workers.

The passivity and apathy with which
the New York convictions have been met
is appalling, and symptomatic of the im-
passe which the official Communist
Party has reached. Hardly any agitation Is
carried on by the Party press or Daily
Worker to effect the release of the four
Communists and to expose the machinery
which brought about their conviction. Why
has the Party made virtually no efforts
to rally on behalf of the four convicted
leaders those workers who iti declared fol-
lowed its banner at the height of the un-
employment crisis? Why are there no
steps taken for a wide united front to arouse
the working class to demand these comrades
be released forthright from their incarcer-
ation? It can and must be done. Various
elements in the labor movement can un-
questionably be brought into action in this

Rumors are widely current in Party
circles that behind the scenes a game Is
being played to obtain the release of the
fraiued-up men. This is wrong and will
get the movement nowhere, and least o£ all

( Continued on Page 5 )

the Weekly Militant!
Shall the WEEKLY MILITANT continue ? Our readers, the sympathizers,

supporters and members of the Left Opposition have to decide this question now —
and decisively.

On November 15, 1928 the first number of the semi-monthly Militant appeared,
and first publicly broke the conspiracy of silence and the reign of ideological and
physical terror of the Stalins and Bucharins, the Fosters and the Lovestones, carried
on for years against1 the true standard-bearers of Bolshevism, the Russian Opposition-
Bolshevik-Leninists, led by Leon Trotsky. For over a year and a half now, the
actual views of the International Left Opposition have been regularly brought before
the American Communists and the working class. The Militant, official organ of the
Communist League of America (Opposition), has been all this time a flaming torch,
burning away the poisonous roots of the Centrist and Right! wings in the Communist
International and the United States, and guiding the bewildered Communist movement
again onto tine path of Lenin's teachings.

The incomparable writings of Leon Trotsky, Christian Rakovsky and other
outstanding Bolsheviks have appeared regularly in the Militant, aud only iu its
columns.

The truth about the cinditions in the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
the causes of the divisions and splits in it, the ramifications of the Russian strufetjle
in the Communist movements of all countries, the program of the Russian Opposition
to save the Bolshevik Revolution from the danger o£ Thermidoriau developments,
lias fccen unfolded n the Militant,

Now more than ever the Militant must remain a weekly. The present adven-
turist course of the Communist Parties internationally follows upon the heels of the
brazen Right opportunism of tlhe previous period. We are now paying the price for
all these years of accumulated blunders, in the prevailing apathy among Plxrty
members, in hundreds of good fighters quitting the struggle for lack of perspective.
We are losing one position after another in the unions. The Left wing Industrial
Unions have been reduced to impotence. Only the Militant presenting a clear line
of Leninist tactics, combatting the irresponsible regime of Browder-Foster as well
as the Lovestone Right wing can turn the wave of apathy into one of struggle, can
prevent the Syndicalists and "Socialists" from turning the crisis in the Cominteru
to their-rrn&t

The Communist movement and the working class cau ill afford to lose the
Militant, or to have it retreat to an existence again as a semi-monthly publication.

Wim confidence and faith in the integrity of the rank and file of the American
Communists and the working class, the National Conference of the Communist League
of America (Opposition) held in Chicago in May 1929, decided to launch the Weekly
Militant, aud to rely for its continuance upon the support of the honest workor-
Coniniunists in and outside the official Communist Party.

A period of six months trial for the Weekly Militant was projected. By
might and main, by heroic efforts by the members and sympathizers of the Opposition,
the WEEKLY Militant has been maintained now for almost seven months.

NOW WE ARE FINANCIALLY AT A CRUCIAL POINT, and' we put the ques-
tion squarely and frankly: SHALL THE WEEKLY MILITANT BE MAINTAINED?

The Plenum of tlie National Committee of the Communist League, after
thorough discussion and analysis, came to the viewpoint that thee WEEKYL MILITANT
CAN AND MUST BE MAINTAINED for the cause of revolutionary Communism. Again,
we declare our belief, based upon the experiences of the past year and a half, thai'
the genuine adherents of Communism will make this historic task possible. We began
the Militant on a shoe-string. We maintained it as a semi-monthly. We started the
WEEKLY without substantial resources, but the militant fighters of the Opposition
dug deep aud made it live.

We turu again to our supporters ana* readers and ask them to mlly to the
WEEKLY MILITANT. For lack of funds, we have already skipped one isaue
of the Weekly. We do not want to miss another. For the next period, in addition to
the normal income of the Miltnnt, we call upon our readers and -supporters to
ttonate $2,000.

Much as has been done, new ground yet remains to be broken. We ha«te
been pioneering with ideas. The ideas of the Opposition, the asprations and n»»d*
of the working class— must) triumph. By helping to MAINTAIN THE WE15KLY
MILITANT, you can do your share.

Send roiir contributions at one* to the MILITANT, 25 THIRD AYKJiUE,
KKW YORK, lf» Yfc
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DENY AID TO
Oar Toar

THE BLUMKIN
MEERUT VICTIMS Shachtman Tours for Opposition ASSASSINATION

Comrade Maurice Spector, member of
the national committee of the Communist
League (Opposition), is one of the eight
•witnesses for whom leaders of Indian trade
union and revolutionary movements on
trial in Meerut, have applied to the Bri-
tish viceroy—hitherto without success. The
Daily Worker, organ of the British Com-
munist Party reports in its issue of May
7, 1930:

"Over five weeks ago some ot the
Meerut prisoners, whose trial still drags
on, although the censorship allows no word
of it to come direct to Britain, made an
application direct to the Viceroy.

"Their application was for permission
to call as witnesses eight workers in the
revolutionary movement in England, Can-
ada or Australia, the list being: Harry
Pollitt. J. E. Potter-Wilson, of the Indian
Workers' Welfare League. C. P. Dutt,
S. Saklatvala, J. Ryan, director of the Syd-
ney Labour Research Department', Austral-
ia, J. Tanner. A, E. U., Maurice Spector.
Communist Party of Canada, J.R. Campbell.

"Out of the prosecutions 320 witnesses,
8 from England have already been exam-
ined, and one from France. They have
given 'evidence' as to the actions of 'co-
conspirators' such as Harry PollUt. But
Pollitt is not allowed to go to India to
answer this 'evidence' and to give evidence
for the defense.

"These police spies, who have brazenly
admitted in court their system of opening
letters in the post, photographing them,
sticking them up again and sending them
on, have 'produced' volumes of printed 'ev-
idenea' to prove the conspiracy. The
workers who wrote or published many of
these 'documents' in England, Aitstralia or
Canada are not allowed to enter India to
explain, defend or justify them."

Readers of the Militant should bear
in mind that this procedure, characteristic
of the most brutJal persecutions of the
Capitalist class, is being followed by
His Majesty's Most Servile Government, the
Labour Party cabinet oJ Ramsay MacDon-
ald.

Comrade Spector was the leader of the
Canadian Communist movement and chair-
man of the Political Bureau of the C. P,
there, as well as member of the Executive
Committee ot the Communist) International,
until his expulsion from the Party some
18 months ago for "Trotskyism". He is
now actively engaged in- the work of the
Opposition.

BULLETIN OF THE RUSSIAN OPPOSITION

Published in the Russian Language

— C O N T E N T S —
A Big Step Forward; L. Trotsky—
Towards Capitalism or Towards
Socialism. Some more on com:

rade Blumkin. L. Trotsky — A (

Squeak in the Apparatus; Y. Gref
—The Collectivization of the Vil-
lages; !l. E.—Collectivization in
Central Asia; N.—Apparatus Fal-
sity and Reality; Kote Cziuczadze
—A Letter to M. Okudszava; Let-
ters From the Soviet Union.
THE PROBLEMS OF THE INTER-
NATIONAL LEFT OPPOSITION

L. Trotsky—An open Letter to the
Italian Communists of the Pro-
meteo Group; G. Manuryn and the
Comintern; From a Group of For-
mer Red Army Slovaks to all tihe
Former Fighters of the Red Army;
T.—Mayakovsky's Suicide; Zaslav-
sky—The Prop of Stalinism; A
Voice from the Apparatus Ranks;
N. M.—The forgettal Miasnikov;
and other importnat items.
25 cents each 18C in bundles

Send orders and funds to

T H E M I L I T A N T

The national tour by comrade Max
Shachtman, arranged by the Communist
League of America (Opposition) is meeting
with marked success wherever comrade
Shachtman reports on his lengthy visit to
Leon Trotsky at Constantinople, the con-
ference of the German Left Opposition held
and the preliminary Internatonal Confer-
ence of the Left Opposition
at Paris, France. Comrade Shachtman was
the delegate of the Communist League of
America to both of these conferences.

Meetings have already been held in
New York City, New Haven, Conn., Phila-
delphia, Pa. Boston, Mass., Montreal, Can-
ada and Toronto, Canada. In Boston in
addition to the mass meeting, comrade
Shachtman also spoke before Independent
Workmen's Circle No. 18.

Additional Cities Added
Requests to hear comrade Shachtman

came in from additional! cities ,with the
result' that Youngstown, O., rahuh ,Minn.,

and Superior, Wisconsin have been added
to the schedule. Iti was not possible, be-
cause of the crowded schedule, to fill a last
minute request from Winnipeg, Canada at
this tme.

In connection with the mass meetings,
comrade Shachtman is also holding special
sessions with the Branches of the Commun-
ist League ot America (Opposition). At
these meetings comrade Shachtman is
giving detailed reports of the recently con-
cluded Plenum of the National Committee
of the Communist League, and is taking up
with each Branch the expansion of activit-
ies of the organization in the next period.

The tour of comrade Shachtm'an which
commenced in New York on May 15th will
cover approximately 25 cities, extending as
far west as Kansas City. Iti wil l conclude
with meetings in Pittsburg, Pa.

As the Militant goes to press, t h j fol-
lowing cities are yet to be visited.

Watch This Schedule for Your City
HAMILTON, C A N A D A

Tuesday, June Cth.
DETROIT, MICH.

Saturday-Sunday, June 7-8.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Monday to Thursday, inc., June
9, 10, 11. . 1 2 .
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

Friday, June 13, Mass Meeting at
COOKS & WAITERS UNION HALL,
520 Hennepin Avenue (above Unique
Theatre).
MINNEAPOLIS, MIN-X

Saturday, June 14. Twin City
Membership Meeting.
ST. PAUL, MINN.

Sunday .June 15. Mass Meeting
atl LABOR TEMPLE, 8 p.m.
Dl'LUTH, MINN.

Monday. June 16, Mass Meeting at
CAMEL HALL, 12 E. Superior St.
Sri'ElMOR, WISCONSIN

Tuesday, June "i", Mass Meeting at

WORKERS HALL. Tower Avenue.

K A N S A S (Try, Mo.
Friday, June 20. Mass Meeting at

—HALL, 914 Grand Avenue, 2nd Floor.

K A N S A S CITY, MO.
Thursday & Saturday, June 19 and

21—Branch Meetings.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Sunday-Monday, June 22-23. (Place
to be announced).

.SPPRINGFIELD, ILL.
Tuesday, June 24. (Place to be

announced.)

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Wednesday-Thursday, June 2o-

26; (Place to he announced.)
TOUNOSTOWN ,OIJIO

Friday, June 27. (Place to be an-
nounced.)
PITTSBURG, PA.

Saturday - Sunday, June 28 - 29.
(Place to be announced.)
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Rank and File Unrest in the Amalgamated

25 Third Avenue New York, N. Y.

The convention of the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers which met in Toronto
received the usual tribute of liberal plau-
dits. The liberals whose miserable task
it is in our times to try to soften the
sharp edge of the class struggle, feel,
a deep affinity for Hillman and his as-
sociates. They have been thoroughly cap-
tivated by the whole pseudo-scientific ap-
paratus of "production standards" union-
ism.

The convention in Toronto was or-
ganized to present the most plausible front
to the world of labor.' The Left wing
which has been craftily outmanoeuvred by
the "honest" Hillman machine» realizes
fully how false this front is. Perhaps it
will ^impresss some "impartial" workers
more' if instead of merely repeating our
own root and branch indicliment of Hill-
manism, we can cite the testimony of one
so remote from Communism as H. Schneid
in the "socialist" Wecker (May 31). In
all the fine speeches of the officialdom
any reference to that whch is the heart of
the matter—the consideration of living and
working conditions of the workers—was
studiously avoided. For a considerable
tme, he goes on to admit, conditions in Bal-'
timore Boston, Montreal, Toronto and Chi-
cago, not to speak of New York have been
developing from bad to worse. "All you
need have done at the convention was to
put the question to a delegate. 'How much
do you earn' and it would have opened
the wound." Here is another most sig-
nificant fact. Of the two hundred delegates
•with 80 resolutions before them, only one
delegate took the floor, apart from the
official machine.

Such is the balance sheet of the Hill-
man-Beckerman regime in the men's cloth-

ing industry. Growing misery, economic
insecurity, the delivery of workers to
speed-up and more grinding exploitation;
and simultaneously the intimidation of the
workers by expulsion and similar threats
to the point when rank and file democracy
has been replaced by the rule of the offi-
cialdom, and its staff of hired experts, both
of tha gangster and the research variety.

It is high time for the militants in the
Amalgamated to renew their struggle. The
apathy of the workers will quickly dis-
appear once they sense that the Left has
again thrown down the gage of battle to
the bureaucrats. But for this it is neces-
sary that the Left wing should base its
policy and leadership on ulie tried and
tested revolutionary strategy of Marx and
Lenin. It is folly of the most dangerous
kind to set up old prejudices of American
syndicalism and De Leonism as the latest
evangel. The Left wing has practically
surrendered tihe workers to Hillman and
his well-oiled machine. Schneid's side-
lights on the convention make clear that
even at this convention organized without
the participation of the Left tihere was
considerable rank and file discontent and
unrest, although it has been driven by the
absence o'f the Left and the suppression
of workers' democracy, to seek expression
in the lobby corridors and not on the floor
itself. What is the policy of the Com-
munist Party under these circumstances?
It is expressed in the statement iss-ued
by the G. E. B. of the Needle Trades Work-
ers Industrial Union (Daily Worker May
22nd). That statement is a direct appeal,
which if followed would have the immed-
iate effect of isolating an insignificant
group of Left wingers from the main body
of the masses in the union.

In Moscow, only the narrow Party cir-
cles know about ttalin's assassination of
Blumkin. By these circles rumors are sys-
tematically spread tihat Blumkin committed
suicide. Stalin still does not dare to admit
openly that he shot the "counter-revolu-
tionary" Blumkin.

It is highly remarkable that the world
capitalist press did not at all hurry to util-
ize the case of Blumkin. It calculates, and
quite correctly, thati the defense of the Left
Communists from the Stalin atrocities is
not in its interests. Al the more persis-
tently and uncompromisingly must there-
fore the Left Opposition carry on the cam-
paign of exposing the Stalinist) -crimes.

We informed the comrades previously
that besides Blumkin, two more opposition-
ists, the comrades Silov and Rabinovitch,
have been shot. This question, therefore,
takes on exceptional political acuteness:
only the echo of Stalin's crimes among the
advanced workers of the world will stop
his bloody atrocities against the Bolshevik-
revolutionaries.

The former Communist Souv.irine has
hastened to come to Stalin's aid, declaring
that Blumkin was carrying out the directives
of the Opposition inside the G.P.U., and
that so long as the G. P. U. exists, iU
must assassinate agents that break faith,
Souvarine draws the conclusion that "on the
thirteenth year of the revolution." (?) the
G. P. U. njust be destroyed.

We have no basis whatever for enter-
ing Into a political discussion with Souvar-
ine. We consider it sufficient to make the
following declaration:

Comrade Blumkin never carried out,
and because of the very nature of his work
never could carry out the directives of. the
Opposition either inside the G. P. U., or
through the G. P. U. Suffice it to say that
EJtynkin spent a considerable part of the
last period in the Far East, primarily
Mongolia.

To prohlbiti workers of the G. P. U.
as well as workers of the military institu-
tions from holding views' differing from
those of Mie Central Committee, means to
deprive. Communists working in the above
named institutions of their elementary Par-
ty rights. Only Stalinist bureaucrats can
defend such an outrage.

The G. P. U. is the organ of self-defense
for Ui<j proletarian dictatorship. In so far
as the October Revolution on its thirteenth
year is still surrounded by a world of enem-
ies it cannot give up such organs—the dic-
tatorship cannot cease being a dictatorship.

OiHy liberals and liberalizing social
democrats can pose this qruestion on a
formal plane. We raise it on a class
plane: lit the Hume of what are repressioos
applied? Against whom are they applied?
Whom and what do they serve? It is a
matter of revolutionary expediency, and not
super-class justice.

The assassination of Blumkin, as well
as the repressions against the Leninist
Opposition in general, weaken the prolet-
arian vanguard, undermine the Party and
strengthen the class enemies. The struggle
against this treacherously-cowardly murder
of Blumkin by Stalin, we carry on in tha
name of the proletarian dictatorship.

Let this be known to our friends and
enemies!

..MY L I F E "
All readers 01 the Militant and their

friends, who desire to get their copy of
of Leon Trottsky, "My Life", should make it
a point to order the bokk directly through
the Militant. Shipment will be made the
day the order is received, and the ccst of
the book, five dollars, ($5.00), covers the
pos'age charge. Send your order, together
with money order or cash to

T H E M I L I T A N T

25 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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The «New Turn» in the C. I.
IV'RIJN' • speech arc only the reflection of t'lie con-

i conformity with the new course de- tradictions of Centrist policy in general,
{•reed by the Stalinist, leadership after the Each attempt to correct itself must be
15th o£ March the presidium of the Exec- paid for by the "deepening" of its past
u'tive Committee has ordered a general errors; in this manner, Centrism more and
turn in all sections of the Communist In- more prepares the ground for avowed op-
terr,r-,ti':nal. ' portunism and favors the development of party"~bureaucracy which, within 24 hour's!

The new turn cast its shadow before adventurism and openly Right wing ten- trampies underfoot, what it still proclaimed

struggle against social-fascism".
The need for working within the free

trade unions (social democratic), to which
more than 5,000,000 workers belong, can
no longer be evaded. But to conceal the
recognition of this necessity, the work is
made equivalent to that done in the Christi-
ian trade unions and at the same time "the
most, energetic strengthening of the revo-
lutionary trade unions" is demanded.

Effects of the Turn
This cowardly right-about-face of the

it a while ago. It was announced in the
speech of Manuilsky last November during
the sessions of the Young Communist Inter-

to be patented Bolshevism yesterday, has
had various effects in the Party. A part
of the apparatus, specialists sworn to the
struggle against social fascism, has re-

dencies.
The Turn a la Thaelmann and Co.

_ The most perfect picture of internal
national. During the course of his speech contradictions, of half-measures and of
Manuilsky attacked with extreme violence tjle most dangerous opportunism is fur- sponded to the turn by an apparatus re-
the Central Committee of the Austrian nished us by the turn affected in Germany belliou. At the head of this "apparatus

-Communist Party which he reproached at tnis mOment by Thaelmann, Neumann rebellion" is the trade union strategist,
with having "sectarian conceptions" for aud Remmeie. The resolution adopted at Paul Mefker, member of the Political Bur-
having spoken of an imminent revolution- tlhe meeting of the C.C. of the C.P.G. eau and the Central Committee. Among the
ary situaton at the time of the aggravation on M£ren 2o and 21, declares that "all members of the C. P. there is above all,
of the Austrian crisis, and for having |he recent events prove that the revolution- an extreme agitation. The rebellion of
played with insurrection. He thus exposed ary upsurgej jn spjte o; jts unequal devel- Merker has found substantial support in
the thoroughly opportunist eliaracter of the oplnents is rising upwards as before..." the Central Region (Berlin). The Party

l*l*e b°deS °£th

And in the name of the revolutionary
upsurge, the resolution of the C. C'. de-

struggle against social-fascism".
Now, the "strong consolidation" con-

sists in the fact that the C. C. suddenly
discovers the difference between the social
democratic, workers and their counter-rev-
olutionary chiefs. At the same time, the
resolution attacks the "Leftist sectarian-

has considerably diminished lately in the
reformist and Christian unions."

And still.at the same time, the C. C.
declares that, "the existing revolutionary
itmions must be strengthened m the most)
energetic manner".

Rarely has a leadership tried in a

n.?w turn.
For it

Comintern, with the German C. P. Central mViwiJ '«o ~ « ",-jTV. "" . , . . ,_ • i i.v .1 mauds a strong consolidation of the at its head which had simply thrown the & ovuuauuu in inn
leadership of the Austrian C. P. into the
'•'ever of insurrection". The Constance
conference of September 18, 1929, declared
that "today the question of the seizure of
power presents itself in Austria" and Rem-
mele declared at a. meeting of the Central
Committee of the German Communist Party •-««•«-«-« .»,.,.»*.„., ....̂ ^iv,uv u^i.v_...—
ac which were present members of the 'lsm' and Declares that the "fraction work
Austrian Central Committee, that it was
not ..ufncient to propragate the idea of So-
viets but it was now necessary to set about
realizing them.

The Bcal Responsibility
The Left Opposition rose up against

this playing with insurrection and showed mft,,, ,,™,,„,.,., „,, j, ..." ,_.,,, , ,. , more cowardly and disgusting manner to
tlmt tlie Party had already let slip a de- &

cisivo' occasion when it neglected to mob-
ilize the masses against the repressive re-
gime ot Schober; nevertheless it was de-
nounced as "defeatist" and its slogan—th<»
creation of defense committees in all fac-
tories against the threatening fascism—was
not even given a hearing.

The hopeless bankruptcy of the "Left"
Stalinist course was revealed in all its
trcglco-comie aspects last fall in Austria.

The cowardly and pitiful retreat of the
theoreticians of adventurism, of the Third
Period inventors, before the political con-
clusions of their slogans and their the-
ories in the Austrian crises clearly por-
trays the character or rather lack of char-
acter of the new turn.

wash its hands of its mistakes behind the
backs of its adherents. It is at last dis-
covered that "the theory of the little Zoer-
giebel (according to which the simple
social democratic worker is a "class en-
emy"! belongs to the realm of absolute
cretinism. This discovery is masked by
the slogan of the "consolidation of the

functionaries, by TO votes against 7, have
rejected the new "turn", and demanded the
exclusion of Remmele and Heinz Neumann
from the C. C. It. is a typical trait of
the hypocrisy of the leadership that it
now tries to convince the militants that
the manifestation of the ultra-Leftist Mer-
ker group is... "a resurrection of vanquish-
ed Trotskyism". And this aftqr having
declared for years that the Trotskyists
»nd the Right wing were identical! The
leadership of the Party will not succeed
in unloading its faults, and the responsibil-
ity for the line it defended up to now.
upon the Merker group. It will succeed
still less in putting into the same bag the
real Left of the Party and the ultra-Leftist
Merker group.

The Left Opposition which has been
fighting for years the erroneous course of
Stalin and Thaelmann, now fortified by
the unification of the Left Opposition that,

•took place on March 31, will fight more vig-
orously than ever in the Party in order
to win to the ideas of the International Op-
position the most advanced elements of the
.Party. — -K . .1..

Ill » rrt«l« «'

The Impending Crisis in the Parly
The Communist Party of France and the

French revolutionary trade unions have
had. eter since their foundation, a con-

Without appearing to do so, Manuilsky siderable handicap in the struggle for in-
in his report set out to outline a new fluence among the workers. The powerful
interpretation of the "Third Period". l!n~ wave of post-war revolution carried an
til quite recently it was the period of "vio- enthusiastic majority of the old Socialist
lent, revolutionary upsurge", of the immi- Party over into the ranks of communism,
nent collapse of stabilization; now, how- at *>he scission of Tours. The splitting,
ever, the maturing of a world economic bureaucratic policy of the Jouhatfc-led
crisis is very modestly announced and the a G' Tl drove stm more workers toward
phenomena of the crisis coming to light in
t<he various countries are examined. "It
is not yet the finish of stabilization that
approaches, but. only the beginning of the
decomposition, for the collapse of capitalist
stabilization would mean the collapse of
the capitalist system, that is, the birth of
an objectively revolutonary situation in the

., .
£° ££

th Communists
over the ye" ow

refonnists lt""u"sv-B-
The stolinist ̂.̂ jn VtmM

However the vacillating, equivocal, ad-

At. the C,range-Aux-Polies. the Tl G. T. V,
headquarters, only the flics (cops^ were to
be seen in appreciable numbers. Rue La-
fayette (the Party office) was likewise de-
serted. At tho Sante prison, where the
Party called for a demonstration in tlie
evening, there was insteii/J, a veritable
demonstration—of flics....

Kise of Left Opposition
Why this inactivity, why this apathy

among workers organized in hundreds ol
thousands in mass revolutionary organiza-
tions? The apparachiki, the greater and the
lesser bureaucrat explain this away with
"self-criticism". They didn't make a "boa
boulot" (good job) of the preparation! They
are in general imbued with -an entirely
non-Communist, non-Marxist spirit o£ sub-
jectivism. Revolution to them is merely

, , an administrative affair, a matter of ster-
c-apitahst countries ; that is what man- venturist character of the Comintern "line" eotyped routine. .As a result: Among the
uilsky announced while the Berlin Rote ftfter Lenin,3 deat,n> injtiated, as elsewhere, youth a positive abhorence lor theory, a

in France too, a serious disintegration of the Fahne spoke, since February 1st ,of the _
capitalist collapse that is developing atj revolutionary' ranks particularly as far
a "breath-taking pace".

But isn't such a " re-interpretat'ion"
as the political side of the movement is
concerned. The membership of the Party

made to reveal the whole stupidity of the has been almost decimated. (From -well
theory of the Third Period? Does not the over 120,000 members after Tours, there
whole strategy outlined by the Sixth Con- remain now from 15 to 30,000.) The in-
gress threaten to give way under this weak fluence of the press has immensely fallen.
attempt made at revision behind the back The socialists have been able to recover are beginning to think things over.

strong inclination for "revolutionary gym-
nastics", for the many times over discred-
ited and unmasked "Herveism". Among the
adults, slavish execution of ."instructions".

The more serious, the more sincere
elements in the Party and the League
have, however, lately begun to be affected

the meager results of their work. They

and strengthen their positions—at the ex- of the Party? And does not the collapse
of the theoretical and strategical basis of Pense of *« Communists.
the "Left" Slxlinist course threaten to
shake the authority of the all-powerful ap
paratus of the C. I. ? The fear of seeing
these questions posdd openly absolutely
dominates the exemplary bureaucrat in
the first and timid attempt at revision. And
that is why Manuilsky swiftly throws a

An example of passive reaction among
the rank and file, was offered to view on
the First of May. The Party and tine
C. G. T. 17. issued a manifesto, calling for a
"Day ot Struggle" appealing to their ad-
herents to come "All into the Streets".
What actually happened, was this;

In Paris and in the suburbs several
morsel to the astonished members of the nund7eds" of "thousands "of workers struck.

the C. G. T. U. these element- are rapidly
developing into a principled, pro-Party,
anti-bureaucratic opposition, grouping
themselves about our comrades of the Yer-
ite and the Ligue Communiste. Among
the youth, a similar process is taking place.

The Stalinist apparatus-men have, In
fact, become alarmed already. They are
now groping about for a suitable label
to tag on to these new oppositionists, be-
fore proceeding with the customary sus-

C'oiomunist Party; he declares that the obeying the call, not only of the C. G. T. U. pensions and expulsion measures. And
"growing revolutionary upsurge has already an(1 the Communists, but also that of the
mounted a degree".

These cout radicl ionsin
C.G.T. and tlie S.P. There were, however,
no demonstrations, no; meetings, whatsoever.

this groping about displays a pitiful intel-
lectual confusion, a true reflection of
chained •InlPlligfnof.

The editorial of the May number of the
Cahiers du Bolshevisme sets itself the task
of "analyzing" the new opposition. The'ob-
jectives that guide the "analysis" are
clear. One, to discover a scape-goat upon
which to cast the guilt for the errors com-
mitted by the bureaucrats themselves sinee
the inaugaration of the "third period"—
and lately condemned by the infallible Man-
uilsky-Stalin. The other, to discredit the
real opposition as much as possible in the
eyes of the workers.

The second objective produces only a
barrage of abuse and slander, which the
workers will hardly tolerate. The new
oppositionists are called "centrists", allies
of the "Popists", "hidden opportunists",
agents of the reformist) minoritaires" and
similar epithets. But. it is well known,
that the militants of the new C. G. T. U.
opposition have always fought the syndic-
alists and opportunist tendencies of the
Monatte group as well as of the Rights.
Comrades like Aulas, Douemanget, Villatte
possess a prestige among the workers for
that. After "analyzing" the opposition "cur-
rents" into "pessimists" and "left phrase
mongers" (the discovery, then, of some
ephemeral "Merker" group in France ? !)
fche editorial writer proceeds with illumina-
tions.

finding a Scape-Goat
"As to the latter," he writes, "they

displace the practical work by bombast and
by mechanical procedure (.' )and surrender
themselves to Leftist demagogy (exaggera-
tion of the crisis (!!) slogan of the conquest
of power as a practical task (so!.) etc.).
A perusal of the Humanite of the "third
period" in any arrangement of days what"
soever would enable anyone to call lines*
mysterious "latter" by t&eJr real give*
names. But—it seems—the "texts" were,
nevertheless correct; the question hers
deals, with such "latter" phrase-mongers,
who "...interpreted the texts, falsely de-
natured our estimations" etc. It is clear
that." this to date non-existent ultra-LsU
"group" is to be.picked in the main from
the conscientious lower layers ot function-
aries who simply took the slogans issued
by the directing organs on good faith. To
these are to be attributed all the sins of
the "Left turn" in the first section of tha
third period just finished.

However, it is extremely difficult (o
find an "important" personage who has
gained the disfavor of the Council of the
All-High, to attach to this group as a sort
of a loadstone. Kven Vassart, among tha
loading until recently in the Party and the
C. C. T. IT. can only merit the label "pess-
imist" (despite his well-known attack
against. Charnbelland ot the "forty years of
social peace"). This is a real dilemna
for the analyst. Yet, the new opposition
has been "prover." an ally of the Right
wing: Vassart as "skeptic" and "pessimist"
has been created a confederate of Cham-
belland, in the Party ranks and even those
ephemeral Leftists are some sort of oppor-
tunists anyway. And so, our writer trem-
bling for his own hide (as Lovestone, for
instance, did for his, in the days of our
own Trotskyist Right danger) concludes:

"In our Party we. cannot speak of-two
baltle fronts (this is* 'already sacrilege) as
among the youth (reference to Manuilsky).
The few Left errors, which might have
been committed by good revolutionary work-
ers ought to be eliminated, but they should
not to be confused with the "Left" bombast
of several braggarts (!) who by that means
attempt to disguise their opportunism.
There is only one opportunist front with
different shading^ which we have under-
lined above."

This confusion, this uneasiuess in the
ranks of tlie bureaucracy, marks an im-
pending crisis. Couple this bureaucratic
uneasiness with the growing dissatisfaction
among the better rank and file element^
who watch in pain and despair, the flu«>
tuation and the diminution tf the Party lite
fluence, who begin to recognize the dis-
respect, the neglect of revolutionary theory,
as the source of the evil, and we perceive
the dawn of a fierce inner struggle in the
French Party, an important opportunity to
lead to the rehabilitation of the Party as
the party of the proletariat. The French
section of the International Left Opposi-
ton under the leadership of L. D. Trotsky
and the Russian Leninist-Bolsheviks, will
be at its post in the days to come. Under
the banner of Leninis"ni, it will fight to lead
the French Party on to the correct Com-
munist path, as part of the struggle for th«
renovation of the Comintern.
Paris. Mav 10 - S. Gr.
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An Open Letter to the Members of the C. P. S. U. (b)
( Continued from Last Issue)
The Position of the Left Wing

The break between the epigones of the
leadership and the Leninist tradition pre-
sents itself under a well-defined form o£
organization: all the cadres which par-
ticipated in the building of the Comintern
and presided over its leadership in the peri-
od of the first four Congresses are not
only thrown out of the leadership, but in
their overwhelming majority excluded from
the ranks of official Communism. This
fact alone suffices to denounce the whole
abyss that has been created between today
and the revolutionary past. The new
*t(b.eory", the new policy and the new
regime have acquired new people. It must
ke said openly to the workers: at the hour
of danger, at the moment of decisive com-
bat, the revolutionary Inconsistency of the
apparatus of the C. I. will become striking-
ly obvious to all. Irresponsible subalterns,
always ready to r.ccomodate themselves to
each new leadership, have never been cap-
able of leading the assault against the
ruling classes.

The Left wing (Bolshevik-LeninistsO
•whose spirit of clearsighted criticism and
slogans have been entirely confirmed from
the point of view of the Internal devel-
opment of the U. S. S. R. as well as tha
(situation on tine international arena, is
submitted to the vilest offensive. Neverthe-
less, and in spite of all the lies of the
official press, the Left Opposition grows
in numbers and is being fortified ideolog-
ically in the whole world.

The progress has been great espec-
ially this last year. The press of the Left
Opposition in Europe, in America and ia
Asia constitutes at the present time the
only serious Bolshevik-Marxist press, an-
alyzing events, drawing the conclusions,
proceeding to the formation of new cadres
and preparing the regeneration of the Com-
jjunist International.

In every country, the Left Opposition
has put outi of its ranks all those who,
under cover of its banner, endeavored to
dissimulate their spirit of opportunism,
their petty bourgeois dilettantism or their
half-anarchist hostility to the country of
the proletarian dictatorship.

In spite of all the calumnies of the
official press, the international Left Op-
position remains unshakably faithful to the
October revolution and the Soviet State.

The false friends whom t)he Soviet
bureaucracy draws to itself by means of
concessions or alms—these Purcells, Fim-
»ens and Barbusses of all countries—are
till very good for anniversary "festivals,"
but not for the revolutionary struggle. The
Opposition is an ideological selection which
the persecutions and the fury to which it
has been exposed has hardened. At the
serious moment it will be found in the
front) lines.

The Bole of the Social Democracy
The Russian Mensheviks, the Social-

Revolutionaries and otiher groupings re-
duced to nothing at the same time as the
bourgeoisie, anxiously scent the crisis,
."hoping to rise again out of the void.
The "democratic" scoundrels of the ex-
ploiting classes think to find their re-
birth in the fall of the Soviet power which
they await impatiently. In reality, the
iall of the dictatorship of the proletar-
iat would signify the opening of a long
period of civil wars for many years, with
sporadic attempts at impotent Bonapartist
dictatorship in various corners of the
country, in the Chinese or Deniken manner,
with the Inevitable consequence of the
arrest of economic and cultural develop-
ment for many years. The way out of all
this chaos could not be in the sense of
M democracy—this political form being
least likely in Russia, given the structure
and historical past of the land—but much
rather under the form of colonial subjug-
aldon or of a new October revolution.

The international social democracy does
not want) to and cannot take into account
the economic and cultural expanse of the
October revolution, whose creative force
in every field is withdut equal in any
known historical regime. All the dangers
of the present moment whose source lies
In the great betrayal by the social democra-
cy which submits deliberately to capitalism,
all the mistakes of the Stalinlstl leadership,
cannot for a single instant obscure the
feet that thanks to the proletarian char-

By L. D. T R O T S K Y
acter of the State, we have been able to
attain a tempo of economic development
that capitalism has never known. The
very possibility of experiences in the form
of plans and of collectivization, with all
their contradictions and errors, constitutes
a gigantic acquisition for all of humanity.
Can they be compared for an instant with
such "errors" as the patriotic participa-
tion of the social democracy in the imper-
ialist slaughter or the present disgustdng
gpme of Mueller and MacDonald who crawl
about in search of a recipe for the rejuv-
enation of capitalism ?

The conquests of the October revolution
show the incalcuilabel possibilities that)
could be attained by Europe and humanity
as a whole if the social democracy of Ger-
many, England and other countries where
it can formally become a majority ( i f it
should "want" it, that is, if it should
formulate a proletarian program) were
to inscribe on the order of the day a
socialist reconstruction of relations with
the Soviet Union on the basis of an indis-
soluble collaboration.

Against "Socialist" Treachery
But that is outl of the question, for

the social democracy constitutes the "dem-
ocratic" basis of capitalist conservatism
and is the penultimate resource of a so-
ciety based upon exploitation. The ultimate
resource will be fascism.

The social democratic "criticism" of
the Soviet regime is like the cry of the
night-watchman: it is destined to maintain
the tranquility of the propertied and to
guarantee them peaceful slumber. To fight
against the dictatorship of the proletariat,
the social democracy utilizes the difficul-
ties that it has itself created for the So-
viet Union, augmented by those the lead-
ership has caused. If, in relation to the
capitalist world, the social democracy plays
a role of protection towards the U.S.S.R.,
its aim bears a character of restoration.
The struggle for "democracy" and "liber-
ties" in the very sphere of world imperial-
ism, one of whose guardians the social
democracy has made itself, really signifies
the struggle for the re-establishment of
capitalism. Only thus the question is im-
portant. It indicates that to the extent
thati the crisis becomes graver, the more
implacable will become our struggle
against all the democratic agents of the
restoration no matter who they are. A(J
the same time, the further we go the more
clearly we see that Communism cannot
fight victoriously against the social dem-
ocracy except on the road marked out by
the Opposition.

* * *
The Party is the supreme political

weapon. It is in the Party that the possi-
bilities of the revolution and its future
are embodied. Buti it is from this very
source that the dangers proceed today.
The adventurism of the bureaucracy does
not halt with the destiny of the Party.
Parallel to the generalized collectivization
there takes place the generalized registry
of factories and trades in the Party. This
means nothing less than the dissolution of
the Party into the class, that is, in reality
the suppression of the Party. In this way,
the bureaucratic apparatus acquires more
extended power of oppression.

Its follies do not encounter the resists
ance of any critdcism, neither correctives
nor reactions, so long as life does not set
itself to reply to them violently. The first
warning of this kind has just been given.
Everything leads to the belief that the sub-
sequent one will be much more peremp-
tory than all the preceding ones.

The country, even though not very dis-
tinctly, is taking this Into account very
profoundly. Naturally, each class In its
own way. A dull uneasiness reigns in the
Party. But the order that prevails in the
Party is such that nobody would dare to
express his fear aloud, nor even to put
a question. The regime of "self-criticism"
in its new stage consists of the obligation
for each and every one to subscribe not
only to the precision but also to the "gen-
ius" of the leadership and to hound those
whom the leadership orders to hound.

Stalin's Tictory over the Party
It is evident from this that the "vic-

tory" of the Stalinist) bureaucracy over the
Opposition was at the same time a victory
over the Party. This process coincides
with the withering away of a whole section
of revolutionist's, with the growth of bur-
eaucracy and of the petty bourgeoisie in

the U. S. S . R., with the strengthening
of the capitalist reaction and the social
democracy in the whole world, with the
defeat of the revolutionary movements,
with the weakening of the positions of
Communism and the strengthening of op-
portunist tendencies in its ranks.

The crisis in grain provisiomnent of
1927-28 having led it to a blind alley the
Stalinist apparatus abruptly reversed its
positions and entered into struggle against
a part of the petty bourgeois forces with
whose aid it has set upon the Left wing.
Without the slightest hesitation, the Op-
position subscribed to this turn about face
and declared itself ready to support in full
the leadership in any of its move orien-
tated in the sense of a revolutionary policy
and a cleansing of the regime within the
Party.

But it is now incontestable that) the
swing to the Left in 1928, constituting a
particularly brutal zig-zag, did not result
in a new course. It could not result in
one, since it was not accompanied by an
ideological regeneration of the Party. No-
thing has changed: there is still the same
miserable and eclectical porridge instead
of a living theory; still the same bureau-
cratic-functionary selection of the person-
nel, only much narrower; still the same
methods of mechanization pushed to the
highest degree.

The program of the administrative li-
quidation of a class is in actuality no less
disastrous in the political field than was
the scandalous report of Stalin to the con-
ference of Marxist-Agronomists in the field
of theory. It is not conceivable that
there are not in Lenin's Party thousands
•upon thousands of people in whose mind
the politics and the theory of Stalin does
not sow uneasiness and indignation. Ne-
vertheless there was no protest at all.
Nobody dared to reply, while in the press
the latest brood of reptiles set about to
develop the ideas of this illiterate report
as being the latest revelation of historical
thought.

The leading Stalinist group lias ar-
rogated the power in its most cynical form.
That is precisely why its supreme point of
victory—the moment when the "leaders'
of the Right wing capitulated—was at the
same time the point of departiure for a
decrease of its domination over the Party.
The coronation of the infallible leadership
was judged necessary at the moment when
this same leadership felt itself on the eve
of bankruptcy.

The Party leads an ever more, ghostly
existence. Stalin is much more revoltingly
impudent with the Congresses than was the
Czar towards the Duma.

Furthermore, on the very inside of the
schematic cadres of the Russian Communist
Party there are tens of thousands of rev-
olutionary proletarians who can and will
become the creative forces in the rebirth of
the Party. It is to this nucleus that we
attach the destinies of our group.

Conditions of the Opposition Cadres
The circumstances under which the cad-

res of the Opposition find themselves placed
are without example in the history of the
revolutionary movement. The harsh ma-
terial conditions of deportation are aggra-
vated by the application of complete po-
litical isolation. The complicated system
of State and private measures of order is
especially intended to sap the health of the
deportees. At the same time the official
press brings the Oppositionist relegated to
a forsaken spot, triumphant information
on the progress of the collectivization, of
the industrialization, and on the uninter-
rupted victories of the Communist Parties
throughout* the world.

Certain of the isolated and weaker
elements do not resist this pressure. But
the majority of the capitulations are ob-
viously simulated: broken and exhausted,
they sign what they have no belief in. A
new series of capitulations is being pre-
pared for the Sixteenth Congress, proceed-
ing from furtive negotiations followed by
secret agreements behind the scenes. This
sort of stage-play is one of the most dis-
gusting manifestations of revolutionary ex-
haustion and moral decay. The pathetic
invocation of the socalled need of "return-
ing" to the Party betokens only cynicism
toward that same Party. For can the Party

hunted Opposition remains an active factor
in the life of the Soviet republic and the
Communist International.

After all there is nothing very aston-
ishing in this. The innumerable books and
pamphlets against) the Opposition publish-
ed since 1923, the special collections of
quotations intended for Congresses and
Conferences, the collections against "Trotf
skyism", etc....are today the most con-
vincing proof in favor of the Opposition.
We keep our Platform in reserve. They
fear it mortally, while seeking to assail
it by means of provocative polemics. Yet
today as yesterday, the whole ideological
life of the Party turns around the Oppo-
sionist Platform as around a pivot

The declaration of comrade Rakovsky,
supported by the fundamental cadres of
the Opposition, was an application of the
united front towards the Party.

The Centrist leadership replied to it by
sharpening the rigors of repression. The
Opposition having sincerely proposed to
attenuate the rigidity of organization ot
its struggle for a purely Marxist line, the
apparatus replied by having Blumkin shot.
We must say it openly to the Party and to
the working class. We must explain the
import of our proposal, name those respon-
sible for its defeat, and proclaim our in-
destructible determination to fight for our
opinion and to increase two-fold, five-fold,
ten-fold our efforts towards consolidating
the Bolshevik Leninist fraction. In that
alone can loyalty to the October revolution
be manifested today.

* * *
A French proverb says that one must

know how to fall back sometimes in order
the better to leap. That is the condition
in which the leadershij) of the Soviet state,
as well as the leadership of the Communist
International finds itself at present.

Both are driven by their own adven-
turism to the depths of an impasse. Plac-
ing its "prfestige" above the interests of
the world revolution, the Centrist bureau-
cracy draws ever more the noose around
the neck of the Party. In matters of tac-
tics, the first) task is the following: to lieat
a retreat by abandoning: tJie positions of
adventurism. The retreat is inevitable in
any case. It must therefore be carried out
as soon as possible and in the best pos-
sible order.

(To Be Continued)

A Tribute From a
So. African Militant

Cape Town, South Africa
Dear Comrades:

It was with great joy that) I received
from comrade Glass of Johannesburg the
first few copies of the Militant followed a
while later by a complete file which you
sent him and which I have eagerly read.

As a theorist of Marxist-Leninism as
a proletarian strategist, as the embodiment
of proletarian sagacity and courage and
honesty, as a master of lucid exposition and.
vivid prose Trotsky is unequalled in the
workers' movement. And if the American
comrades of the Opposition had done no-
thing in the past for the movement (and
they have—(heir records are great), and;
if they should do little in the future (which
is extremely unlikely), they yet will de-
serve and obtain the deep gratitude of all
honest Communists for making available in
English the writing of the leader of the
world Opposition.

Comrade Glass and 'myself were amongst
the small band of comrades in South Africa
who from the very first, gave adherence to
the teachings of Lenin and Trotsky and
took an active part in the publication of
the Bolshevik, a monthly journal, at the
Cape. Comrade Glass, I believe, has given
you an account of the position in the South
African Union and I will not dwell on it
here save to state that under the leadership
of a Stalinized Comintern, the gospel of
Marcus Garvey is written large in the
platform of the South African CommunMst
Pferty.

I enclose a donation of ten shillings
towards the sustaining fund of the Militant
and will endeavour to make it a monthly
donation. Wishing you the very best of

be served by deception and falsehood? That Illclt in your splendid work for the cause
is whv the most, "eminent." cnnttiilatnrs arc I remain 'is why the most "eminent" capitulators are
immediately transformed into political cad-
avers left unburied, while the expelled and

Yours for Communism,
—MANUEL LOPES
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Italian Fascism and the Economic Crisis
6ne can best explain the evolution of

the fascist movement by following the
transformations of Italian capitalism, its
difficulties, and its vicissitudes in the course
of the economic crisis provoked by the war.

Italian economy, despite its "victory"
in the war, has retained its inferior posi-
tion as compared with the great capitalist
powers. The reasons for this economic
inferiority lie principally in the lack of raw
materials and capital, in the dependence
on the importation of machinery from
abroad, in the disproportion between the
increase of population and the increase of
•wealth, a disproportion aggravated now-
adays by the closing of the frontiers to
emigration. All this lends Justification to
the deflnitdon of Italian captalism as "a
capitalism organically feeble" but it is not
enough to recall this definition. We must
at the same time analyze the changes which
have taken place in the economic situation
of Italy.

After the War
The war brought with it an extension

of the basis of production and under the
impulsion of finance capital, even a re-
organization of the 'forms of production.
Italian economy came out of the war pro-
foundly transformed. The movement of the
concentration and centralization of bus-
iness enterprise had received a powerful
impetus. During the war Italy was com-
pelled to depend on its own resources in
industry no less than in agriculture and
commerce to provide the materials which it
has been accustomed to receive from
abroad and especially from Germany. Par-
ticularly active in the course of the war
and consequently afterwards, were the min-
ing, the machine, chemical and textile in-
dustries. Shipbuilding also experienced a
big expansion.

As a whole Italian economy came out
of the war considerably transformed and
developed. But agriculture on die other
hand had suffered enormously. The char-
acter of the soil was unfavorable to the
change in the forms of cultivation required
by the situation. In addition there vas a
scarcity of agricultural workers (the rur-
al male population had been reduced by
successive mobilizations from 4 to 2 mil-
lions). There was a lack of fertilizer.
There was a dearth of cattle. Consequently
there was a reduction in the area sown.
But despite all these negative features, for
the peasantry the war was a source of
enrichment thanks to the rise in prices.

With the ending of hostilities, Italy en-
tered on the period of economic crisis in
which she still finds herself. In the official
organs of the Italian Communist Party, this
crisis is habitually characterized as an "or-
ganic and progressive crisis". In reality
this feature of the crisis is not peculiar to
Utaly alone; it is what distinguishes in
this period the quality of the world econ-
omic crisis of capitalism as a whole. It is
not enough to say that we are in the
midst of an "organic and progressive cri-
sis"; one must study the origins of the
crisis and/the rhythm of its development.

If it is true that for capitalism to
postpone its difficulties does not mean to
surmount them, it is no less true that so
long as these difficulties can be evaded,
they can be momentarily overcome.

A country' economically feeble, Italy
thus experienced in the most direct and
profound fashion the effects of the war
crisis. As for other countries so for Italy
also it was a crisis of raw materials, of
lack of equipment, of capital Markets,
transport, etc. This raised uhe following
problem: what class would be compelled to
shoulder the expenses of the war? In
other words, would it be at the expense
of wages or of capitalist profits that the
problems of prices (the very crux of the
present economic crisis) would be resol-
ved? The significance of the violent strug-
gles waged in the post-war period, before
and after the advent of Fascism is ren-
dered clear by this sharp contrast between
the level of wages and capitalist profits.

In industry as well as in agriculture
the ost of production is very high, a fact
which does not facilitate sales. Ghen the
specific character of Italian capitalism, it
must solve the problem of net costs by
operating principally on wages, by increas-
ing the length of the working day, intens-
ifying production, by raising tariffs reduc-
ing the costi of maritime and domestic
transportation, settling the problem of mon-
etary circulation, balancing the budget, etc.

and all at the expense of the working
class.

It was from the necessity of giving a
solution to all these problems that fascism
was conceived and developed; to gag the
workers, to establish the absolute despoO-
ism of the employers in the factories, ruth-
lessly to defend the interests of the bour-
geoisie and to give it a single-willed lead-
ership—in a word, as a special attempt of
Italian capitalism to assure its own stabil-
ization.

The "Crisis of 1021"
Having overcome the crisis of "demob-

ilization" (1919), the period of factitious
prosperity (1920) was followed in Italy
as in ether countries by a serious economic
depression which reached its lowest point
in the years 1921-22.

1921 was for Italian economy the most
serious of all the afterwar crises. The
crisis was industrial, commercial and finan-
cial. By comparison with 1920 foreign
trade was reduced almost by half. Every
phase of economic activity reflected this
depression. The value of government bonds
fell disastrously. Not only the smaller
but even the more gigantic busalnesses
were hard hit. The number of failures
reached enormous proportions. The mosti
resounding failure of this period is that of
the live, at the beginning of 1921 bringing
in its wake the crash of the Banque
d Escompte and the ruin of several thou-
sand small depositors. The army of un-
employed reached the figure of 463,000 in
July 1921.. The one profiteer from the
crisis was finance which extended its work
of conquest.

We have already' said that Italian cap-
italism came out of the war completely
transformed and that the organizing activ-
ity of the tanks assumed at_ this time a
role of great importance. After the war,
finance capital, its power reinforced by the
war, developed its plan of conqtiest and
domination of Italian economy at an ac-
celerated pace and parallel with it the
plan of subjecting to its control the whole
state machine. This plan which went on
the rocks during the "democratic" gov-
ernment of Nitti (against which both the
proletarian masses, on the one hand, rose
and the ruined petty bourgeoisie on the
other) was completely realized by the gov-
ernment of Mussolini.

The big bourgeoisie (bankers, indus-
trialists, landed proprietors) utilized the
fascist movement to destroy the proletar-
ian organizations (trade unions, coopera-
tives, etc.) but once in power, Mussolini
could find no other solution for the de-
mands of the petty bourgeoisie who had
been mobilized against the workers —than
that ordered by Big Business. From tho

•vwy first day Fascism exposed its role as
the body guard of capitalism. A whole
series of .measures were aclo:.nerl thati were
anything but vl'at the petly bourgeoisie
had hoped from "their" government.

Tho program of financt.il and tcoi;-
cmic )••:(..jnsti'iic'.jon unfoldod in .ic'.ovdancc!
with Tic necessities of the defence of the
bourgeoisie. Instead of the "return to a
reirime ct full economic liberty ', instead of
a "renunciation on the part of the State
of Micse of its functions bearing a monop-
olist character", etc. from the day of the
arrival of the fascist government io power
the victory of monopolist capital spread
itself over< the A-tole of Italian economy.
From this there followed the necessity of
a transformation: in the mechanism of
production and in that of the state by
means of which the bourgeois class exer-
cises its own political domination.

The Revival of 1923 and the New Crisis
At the end of 1922 v.-ith a general re-

vival of international economy there was a
certain expansion of production. Unem-
ployment decreased substantially. From
December 1922 capital investments in jointl
stock companies acquired an intense tem-
po. Before the war stock companies num-
bered 48 with a capital of 2,212,000 000 lire
and'in 1914, 8,138 with a capital of about
5,000,000,000 lire; in 1923, the number
of companies reached the figure of 9,078
with a capital of 28,5000,000,000 lire. (At
the end of January 1930 existing companies
number 16,278 with a total capital of
49,842,500 000 lire.)

All the figures of economic activity
during 1923 show the same revival. Mon-
ey is cheap and its abundance engendered
by the inflation still pushes to the devel-
opment of enterprise and the increase of
productive capacity, especially in specific
industrial groups (hydro-electric, ship-
building, chemical industry, artificial silk,
etc.). But already towards the end of
1923 there are many signs of weakness.
A great discontent prevails among the
working classes as a result of the constant
wags reductions and the continuous rise
in the costi of living. In 1924 unemploy-
ment again begins to rise; the situation
sharpens. In the meantime, the working
class has regained vigor and wants to
fight.. In this year therre are 163,000 un-
employed in comparision with the 66,000
of the year before. The petty-bourgeois
masses, thwarted by Fascism, crushed
under the weight of the cost of living and
taxation are in their turn in an agitated
state.

That is the situation in which the Mat-
teoti crime supervenes with its enormous
repercussions throughout tlie country.

—AKROS

Rationalization and Capitalist Monopoly
Rationalization is the current term for

a three-fold process (a) the introduction
of newer industrial methods and more
scientific organization to which no one bull
Gandhi can take objection in themselves,
(b) the speeding up and intenser exploit-
ation of the workers which they must re-
sist furiously. This phase of the process
is accompanied on occasion by a nominally
higher wage, an illusion since it leads
to greater output by fewer workers, to
more frequent intervals of unemployment
and to premature exhaustion. The Amer-
ican engineer, Taylor, formulated the
underlying theory of the speed-up some 15
years ago in his "Principles of Scientific
Management", and Ford proved their most
successful practical exponent. A third
phase of rationalization is the weeding out
of the smaller and less "efficient" enter-
prises through the medium of the merger
movement in the direction of more com-
plete monopoly.

Before the war bourgeois economists
tried to minimize the possible extent of
trustification, arguing for example, its "al-
leged failure to make headway in retail
distribution. The chain store came to give
these economists (always a few laps behind
facts of social evolution) something to
explain anew. The "marginal utility" the-
ory of value scarcely proved less unreal
than their hopes for the "individual entrep-
eneur", the individual business organizer
who was supposed to represent the spirit
of competition. The merger movement)
proved to be more powerful than the cob-
webs of the "pleasure and pain" psychology

or the Sherman anti-trust legislation. The
only question is: will the mergers stabilize
capitalism or willl they sharpen its dil-
emma?

Available statistics testify to the great
merger impetus of the past few years.
The Federal Trade Commission has re-
ported for the United States that a half-
dozen companies control one-third of Amer-
ican water power, four companies control
one-half of the copper deposits, eigH
companies control three-quart 3rs of the
Mlvminous deposUj, etc. In Germany, the
Chemical Trust contr .Is practically the en-
tire output of dyes, fertilizers, drugs, ex-
plooives, etc. It represents a. merger of
numbers of separate companies previously
operating under a wide range of cartel and
oths-r agreements. Tu Canada the group
abci:t Mr Henry Ho!t brings into cue vasti
ccmhiration the Rc7.!i Hank, British Em-
pire Steel, Pulp and. Paper, and electric
power. In addition to the national there
have been a number of international com-
binations like the European Steel Cartel,
Franco-German Potash, the European
Chemical Trust, International Copper Syn-
dicate, etc.

International Monopolies
The monopolies have mostly been form-

ed in the branches of production producing
raw materials or semi-finished products,
commodities capable of mass production
and easily subject to standardization. The
national monoplies are the basis of the
international. The purpose of getting to-
gether is to increase profits, but not ne-
cessarily through a rise in prices Tlxat

jiay also be achieved through standardi-
zation, better equipment, all sorts of econ-
omies and worsening of labor conditions.

The aim of the international monop-
olies is either to raise or maintain prices,
since there is no scope here for the re-
duction of the costs of production by
more efficient management and organiza-
tion of production. The rise of the monop-
oly is reflected in the changed attitude of
the capitalist state which is no longer
moved by the interests of the small bus-
inessman. Even in the United States which
went through a Rooseveltian spell Of
"trust-busting" legislation, all kinds of
loop-holes are now available to get round
the Sherman, Clayton and other acts
against "combinations in restraint of
trade".

Socialist "Ultra-Imperialism*
As to the significance of the monop-

olies, there are two basically opposed in-
terpretations. The social-democratic the-
orist Kautsky wrote some years ago :
"From a purely economic point of view it Is
not impossible that capitalism will yet go
through a new phase, that of the exten-
sion of the policy of cartels to foreign
policy, or -of ultra-imperialism". And Hil-
ferding writes: "We have taken a step
towards a stable economic society for the
first time since the end of the war...cap-
italism has surrendered the principle bul-
wark it erected against socialism, the cap-
italisti principle of'free competition, for the
socialist principle of production according
to plan" and from this he sees but a short
step towards organized production under
state control. In the monoplies, he sees
an "economy of conscious organzatuon hj
the capitalist class".

Sharpened Contradictions
In contradistinction to this view Is

the revolutionary conclusion of Lenin that
"there can be no doubt that development
is tending towards ttie formation of a
single all-embracing world-trust which wili
incline all undertakings and all states
without exception. This development!, how-
ever is proceeding at such a rate, in such
circumstances, with such contradictions,
conflicts and upheavals—not only econom-
ic but also political, national, etc.—that
even before we arrive at an ultra-imperial-
ist alliance of national-finance capital, im-
perialism will inevitably collapse and cap-
italism will turn into its opposite".

The "New Industrial Revolution" can-
not strengthen the profit system but in-
creases its difficulties and sharpens its
contradictions. The application of the
newer industrial technique and the speed-
ing up of labor, both raising the level of
human productivity to unheard of levels
will further aggravate the market problem
of capitalist production, and the general
crisis of the whole system. The growing
productivity of labor results in lessening
the opportunities for employment. This
can only mean a contraction of the home
market, and in view of the greater indus-
trial competition in the world, a more des-
perate struggle for the foreign market with
the certain perspective of the appeal to
arms as the final argument.

The solution of the social crisis lies
in the hands of the working class. Its
revolutionary political and industrial or-
ganization to take power into its own hands
as the force most necessary for produc-
tion, would cut the Gordian knot. The way
out lies jn the abolition of production for
private profit, and in the rational social-
ist organization and distribution of the
world's resources. The New Chemistry
and Giant Power must be harnessed to the
service of a society of producers. The
horde of parasitical coupon-clippers must
be abolished, and no less tho standing
army of the unemployed.

Free March 6th Jailed
( Continued from Page 1)

will educate the workers on the kind of
"justice" that capitalism dispenses to the
workers. Maneuvres, dickers with politi-
cians behind the scenes, failure to rally
and to count upon a mass movement of the
workers to free the class war prisoners,
are methods wrong both from a practical
and working class policy. Such ways
smack of the methods of "potty-bourgeois
politiciandom" so vigorously condemned by
the official Communist Party in theory
and, apparently, so easily adopted in its
practices.

Revive the campaign to free the unem-
ployed victims. Build a broad united frontf
movement on behalf of Foster, Amter, Min-
or and Raymond. Rank and file Commun-
ists! Demand that the Party leadership
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The Plenum of the American Communist Opposition
Another important step in the devel-

opment of tlie Communist Opposition was
marked by the fu l l meeting of the National
Committee of the Communist League of
America—the first full meeting since our
National Conference—which has just con-
cluded its sessions in New York City, May
14-27, 1930.

Since our Committee contains represent-
atives of most of the important districts of
our organization the commitee meeting had
the significance of a small conference. Such
gatherings are rare with us, and not be-
cause we see a virtue in this rarity.

The great) difficulties under which we
tonduct our fight — our numerical weak-
ness, our poverty and the great distances
which separate us—preclude for the time
teing that frequency of representative gath-
erings toward which we aspire. This makes
us value all the more those meetings which
are possible under the circumstances and
Imparts to them an exceptional importance
in the life of our organiziation. We
have to expect that such meetings will
yield the political maximum and not be
merely formal and decorative affairs.

Our National Conference held last year
tt Chicago bore such a character; and the
meeting of the National Committee just
held in New York—a meeting, like all our
•ctivities, made possible by Spartan sac-
rifice—will no doubt bring fruitful results
in our work for the near future.

Political Unity of Plenum
The National Committee is a unit on

•II important politfcal questions. We are
lit one with the leadership of the Oppo-
sition on the International field. Exhaus-
tive discussion over a period of several
days demonstrated that the fundamental
unity of our conceptions on the basic
principles which He at the bottom of our
fight as a regiment of the International
Marxist) Opposition is joined with a com-
plete solidarity on tactical questions and
perspectives. This applies to our approach
to the general problems of the elass
struggle as well as to (Jhe narrower issues
of the struggle against the Centrist bureau-
cracy in the Communist movement. All
these questions are bound together.

The platform adopted at cm National
Conference a year ago gave a correct
Marxist answer to them.

All the intervening experience has ser-
ved to confirm the platform and it retains
its validity today. 10 forms the basis
of .the decisions arrived at by the National
Committee for the further extension of our
flghO.

Opposition Platform Confirmed
The economic situation in the country

has" developed in the main along the line
of our analysis and forecast a year ago.
There are no important signs yet of a
speedy recovery from tine industrial crisis
and there are many indications of tenden-
cies which will prolong and aggravate it;
driving the financial overlords of America
irresistbily to seek for a solution at the
expense of Europe . A still heavier pres-
sure upon the American proletariat and a
sharpenng Of the international rivalries
and conflicts are the inescapable implic-
ations o£ tlie situation.

Even if the subjective reactions o£ t'he
American workers proceed slowly—and
that is so far the case—the soil is being
prepared for a profound change in their
attitude toward the capitalist system.
There are many reasons to calculate upon
an accelerated process o£ working class
radicalization and a vastly expanded field
for the development of a proletarian Com-
munist) movement. To prevent the reform-
ist canalization of the oncoming movement
and to develop its revolutionary implica-
tions is the Communist task n the perod
that lies ahead. The bungling, the corrup-
tion, the eclectic zig-zags and Leftist ad-
venturism of the Centrist bureaucracy ia
the greatest obstacle to the execution of
this task and an objective aid to social
reformism. The Lovestone Right wing is
an ideological bridge to social reformism
which will become an increasing danger
to the Communist) movement in a period of
intensifying class struggle. The fight for
Marxist methods and Marxist policies falls
to the Communist Opposition and is carried
on by it) alone. Such, in brief, was the gen-
eral estimate of our Plenum which shaped
its decisions regarding our future
•otvitiea.

B y J A M E S P . G A N N O N
The question of perspectives in the

crisis in the Communist movement occu-
pied a, prominent place in the discussions
of the Plenum. On this point clear and
definite answers were given We will not
relent in our revolutionary fight against
the Centrist bureaucrats for a single mo-
ment on a single issue. On the contrary,
sharper, more intransigeant, more irrecon-
cilable struggle for a Lenin Party was tlie
watchword of our Plenum.

'Perspectives of Party Crisis
The opposition, despite all obstacles,

all perversions of our standpoint, all sup-
pression all terror, all slander, is growng
and will continue to grow in the proletar-
ian ranks of the Party. The internal cri-
sis from which the Opposition is just
emerging in a number of European
countries has passed us by. We had no
capitulators worth mentioning; no elements
poisoned by Zinoviev-Maslow cynicism.
We» unfurled the banner of the Interna-
tional Opposition at the time of its lowest
ebb when there could be no perspective
but that of a long and stubborn struggle
as an expelled minority. Our tradition is
the tradition of years of struggle for a
proletarian movement against the petty-
bourgeois current of Lovestone-Pepper-
Wolfe and the trade union eclecticism of
Poster-Johnstone-Browder. Thus we were
"prepared by the past", as Trotsky said,
and the intensity of the struggle does not
jiull us apart bub binds us more firmly
together.

Preparing; A'ew Forces
We will continue, as before, to base

ourselves primarily on the Party and the
Lett wing workers immediately under its
influence. The great bulk of the revolu-
tionary workers are there, and this fact
determines our position as a faction of the
Party, not as another Party. We do not
identify the proletarian revolutionaries iu
the Party and the Left wing with its cor-
rupted upper stratum. The Plenum, while
confirming our general policy on this ques-
tion made a just criticism of the inadequate
organization of our fight within the Party.
Measures were adopted providing for more
energetic and systematic work in this re-
spect. The near . future, thanks to these
decisions, will see our unflinching crit-
icism "from without'' supplemented by a
determined struggle "from within". The
recruiting power of the Opposition in the
Party ranks is by no means exhausted.
It is only beginning as events already mat-
uring will demonstrate. The second layer
of Oppositionists will soon confront! the
Centrist phrase-mongers as an organized
faction.

The N'eedle Trades Situation
An especially interesting and signifl

cant phase of the National Committee meet
ing was a discussion of the situation in the
Needle Trades, based on the report of a
prominent comrade in the Union who has
recently found the way to the Platform of
the Opposition. This discussion laid the
ground for the preparation of a compre-
hensive statement of policy in the needle
tirades crisis, similar to our statement on
the Miners' Union, which is soon to be
issued in the name of our League. Th3
trade union section of our Platform Is
borne out by the experiences in the needle
trades in all respects and it will provide
the guiding line of our concrete statement:
of policy. The Party leadership has
brought th£ needle trades Left wing to a
blind alley. The workers must be told
the truth and shown the way out) of this
blind alley.

This means to give a Marxist analy-
sis which ignores none of the realities and
to draw inferences based n the funda-
mental resolutions of the Comintern under
Lenin on the trade union question. The
Party bureaucrats have attempted to deal
with the crisis by the most shameful scan-
dal-mongering against the Rght wing fac-
tional opponents of today—their factional
brothers of yesterday and brothers yet
under the skin The sole beneficiaries of
this monstrous example of "self criticism"
up to date are the Black Hunderd gang of
Schlesinger, Woll and Co., and in the final
analysis the employers . What is needed
now is an objective Communist statement
of policy that will show the Left wing
workers how to regain their lost ground.
The discussion of this question at cur

Plenum indicated the line for such a sta'e-
ment.

Maintain the Weekly Militant
(s it possible to continue the public-

ation of the Weekly Militant? This •ques-
tion, startling in its implications to every
supporter of tlie Opposition who knows its
incomparable value, was faced and dis-
cussed by the National Committee in the
most thoroughgoing and realistic manner.
We have no money. The Plenum met with-
out enough on hand to pay for the current
issue and it) had to be skipped. The reg-
ular income of the paper covers only half
of the expense. How has the Weekly been
maintained up till now? No scientific aud-
itor or accountant would undertake to
answer that question. For all the known
rules of financial management have been
broken and miracles have been performed.
Our main resource was the fund established
before the Weekly was launched. But that
was used up long ago, For months now
it has been nip and tuck for every issue.
Special donations, loans here and there,
last minute collections, voluntary labor,
unpaid wages and the devil knows what
other expedients tell the story. But now
we are flati broke and in debt and the
Question posed itself categorically: shall
we continue? Can we continue? And the
answer of the Plenum with one voice was:
We can and we will!

Weighing the matter soberly and prac-
tically we decided that, great as the sac-
rifices have been, we have not yet exhaust-
ed our resources. Various practical mea-
sures for raising new funds and effecting
still further economies were decided on.
Plans to develop the support from branch-
es through methods employed by the Min-
neapolis Eiranch were worked out. A sys-
tematic program of meetings, affairs and
money-raising devices was projected. Most
important of all, perhaps was the decision
to carry the appeal to the wide circle of
sympathizers through a public campaign
in the Militant. Up till now the members!
of our League—and not all of them—have
shouldered the main burden. Now we must
broaden out and go to every supporter and
sympathizer of our historic movement with
the appeal for financial support to maintain
the paper.

Trotsky on the .Jfjlitani
Comrade Trotsky called the M i l i t a n t

an inspiring force for the entire Inter-
national movement of Communism. He.-
said we should make "heroic efforts" to
keep it going as a Weekly. It was with
this faith that our movement is capable of
even heroic efforts that the Plenum de-
cided to launch a new campaign for the
Weekly Militant.

Along with this was the working out of
systematic organization and propaganda
work to follow the tour of comrade Shaehti-
man. The tour of comrade Shachtman,
reporting on his work as our international
delegate, cannot fail to strengthen C\
solidarity of our members with the em-
battled oppositionists of other lands and
to effect a corresponding stimulus in their
activity on the national field. An organi-
zation tour is to be arranged for early
fall, with another meeting of the National
Committee and one or more additional
lecture tours in preparation for our Se-
cond National Conference in the Spring.
The program of book and pamphlet pub-
lication long deferred for financial reasons,
will also soon begin. The necessary organ-
ization of the Left wing workers who sym-
pathize with our policy will soon begin to
take shape in at least a few unions, ac-
cording to the decision of the Plenum. All
together, it can be said without exaggera-
tion that the meeting of the National Com-
mittee will bear fruit in the development
of our organization work as well as in
political and ideological consolidation,

Strengthening the Center
The final important action of the Pleu-

ium was the decision to strengthen the
Central administration by the addition ot"
other qualified comrades. By this decision
comrade Specter is to remain in New York
and comrade Swabeck ia to come in the
near future.

With thc»e iidditions to the center
it will begin to take more definite shape-
as the nucleus of a political committee
of the Communist movement reacting to all
issues of the class strugggle, which is the

true and proper function of the leading
body of the Opposition. The progressive
development of such a leading political
group is unquestionably one of the great
historic tasks which the Opposition must
accomplish in preparation for the future.
Our struggle against the stream, under a
machine-gun fire of calumny, is not with-
out its positive sides. It is a testing and
sifting process in which the capacities o£
revolutionaries to solve problems by their
own resources and to remain steadfast ia
the struggle for principle is determined.
Without such qualities a genuine proletar-
ian leadership is impossible. The history
of the International labor movement teach-
es no lesson more clearly than this one.

The ruling bureaucrats have no need to
bring a Marxist objectivity and moral pre-
requisites to their offices. They secure
appointment) by an infinite capacity for
obedience to those "above them" and they
rule by arbitrary command over those "be-
low". The inevitable outcome of such a
perverted system is not only a political,
but also a moral stultification. It would
be the greatest folly to imagine that such
people, on the whole, can constitute the
leading force of the proletarian movement*
on a Leninist path. Exceptions are pos-
sible in the case of individuals, but the de-
cisive nucleus of the fu ture leadership will
not and cannot come from that corrupted
cirt . j which is today befouling the banner
of Communism and undermining its influ-
ence. Our task is to develop the leadership
of the future in the struggle against them.
The Plenary meeting of our National Com-
mittee, by all of its work and decisions,
as well as by }ts maturely political ap-
proach to them, was a striking demon-
stration that our fight has already yielded
positive results along this line.

Consolidation
If the Plenum registered a political

and ideological consolidation within our
organization, the mass meeting which fol-
lowed its adjournment showed an expan-
sion and an increased confidence and en-
thusiasm of the sympathizing forces around
us. Suppression, terrorism, hooliganirni-—
after a temporary "victory"'—are bringing'
the unavoidable reaction. The Communist
workers, more and more, want to hear our
message. And when they hear it, it be-
comes their own. There was a warmth and
friendliness in this audience, made up in
large part of new people, which offered
a sharp contrast to the partly hostile,
partly curious, crowds we faced in the
earlier days of our open struggle.

The successful mass meeting was a
fitting culmination to the Plenum. Both
events said clearly to all who want to
hear: the Opposition is on tCi<> marsh,
its road is fo rward .

Mexico Stalinists
Continue Splitting
The Stalinist leadership of the Com-

munist Party of Mexico continues its split-
ting policy, the latest victim of .the present
"line" being comrade David Alfaro Sique-
iros, General Secretary, until his recent
removal by Party orders, of the Unitarian
Sindicaiist Confederation. One of the
principal charges aginst comrade Siquieros
is that he supports the Left Oppostion,
about which we have no exact information
as yet. but which indicates the narrow
sectarian policies of the official Party lead-
ership. Siqueiros was a member of the
Central Committee of the Mexican Party
until recently, and was also head of the
Mexican delegation at the Latin American
Trade Union Congress held at Montevideo,
Uruguay in 1929. Comrade Siqueiros is at
present under arrest for participation in the
May Day demonstration.

We are also aware of the fact that
two of the five members of the Central
Committee of the Young Communist Fed-
eration of Mexico have been barred from
activity, an act equivalent to their suspen-
sion. These comrades, Eduardo Calero and
Jorge Pino are also accused vaguely by
the Stalinist bureaucrats of "sympathy with
the Opposition".
and causes.
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Social Oemocratic

Answer to a Socialist Worker
We are in receipt of a letter from H.

Engelman, a socialist worker in which he
takes issue with our bitterness of
attack on socialists in general and
Norjnan Thomas, American S.P. leader in
particular. The glittering theory of "social
fascism" conjured up by the present Com-
intern regime lumps together the social-
democratic officialdom and rank and file
in the same fascist poU It is a theory
we decidedly repudiate. We are in a per-
iod not of direct revolutionary crisis when
arguments must mount the barricades but
of preparing the forces of a revolutionary
class movement!. Accordingly we do not
believe that the best way of convincing our
correspondent is by cracking his sfcull
open, say with a blackjack. We recall a
speech of Zinoviev's when still an authority
in which he sharply condemned the tactics
of raising a physical barrier between Com-
munist and social democratic workers.
That speech published in the theoretical
organ of the International retains all its
validity.

"1 am a socialist," the letter runs,
"because I do not believe in acquiring any-
thing through violence and blood-shed. I
am a true follower of Debs. Of course
our Party is infected by opportunists and
traitors. Every party has them. Even
the Communisti Party..." And further on
he adds, "while I agree with your de-
nunciations, I fail to comprehend your con-
clusions. Ydu predict that If Norman
Thomas was in MacDonald's position he
•would do the same in regards to our col-
onial policy. You know this is a very
dangerous argument, because the same
thing can be said of you or anyone else.
What is there to assure us that if Trotsky
replaces Stalin the former will adhere to
Leninist principles.. .Suppose I grant t'he
indictment of European socialists. Are
they the only workers' movement that is
misleading the workers? According to
yourself, Stalin is doing the same. Does
that) mean the Communists are unworthy
of workers' support? No, you will have
betrayals in any movement, no matter what
color it is...You cannot indict a whole
movement..."

Indictment oJ Social Democracy
But of course you can indict a whole

movement in the sense that we indict the
"social democracy", and the author of the
letter would have no difficultly in under-
standing us if his philosophical point of
departure were historical materialism in-
stead of a vague idealism and his argu-
mentation grounded in the realities of the
class struggle instead of the sterlity of
social pacifism. There1 are well-intention-
ed, honest, "sincere" and "cultured" people
on all sides. But the essence of the mat-
ter is the class struggle which rages
throughout the capitalist world between
those who live by the extraction of rent,
interest and profit, determined to maintain
their privileges and perquisites either by
"democratic" or fascist means and the
class subjected to exploitation. Leaders,
parties and movements in the social strug-
gle, their program, and their deeds are
motivated by class interests.

When we indict the Social Democracy
we indict the petty-bourgeois bureaucracy
•which is in control of t!.a masses, and
history has made it possible to predict the
course of that bureaucracy with tolerable
accuracy. The program of the socal dem-
ocracy is a program of class collaboration,
cf constitutionalism, 'of parliamentarism,
of legislative reformism in accordance with
the interests of the petty-bourgeoisie. It
follows inevitably that the socialist lead-
ers will oppose the developing mass action
of the workers ati every turn in the strug-
gle against Capital, from choking off
strikes in the interests of " conciliatory
methods" to forcefully resisting the pro-
letarian revolution. In logical accordance
with their class interests the socialists
practise coalition government with the
bourgeoisie and reject the idea of the pro-
letarian dictatorship. It follows inevitably
that) social reformism and opportunism
(class collaboration on the basis of "dem-
ocracy" in time of peace) will be trans-
-latod into social imperialism and patriot-
ism ("National Defense") in time of war.

A Kecord of Betrayals
The records of the past few decades

bear this out in full. You cannoti serve both
thp. !)inirpr°oisie and the proletariat with-

out committing social treachery. The his-
toric function of the social democracy, ever
since its break with Marxism, has been that
of an agency of the bourgeoisie inside the
working class movement, and the cons-
cious recognition of this fact by the in-
dividual social democratic leaders is not
necessary to make it true. The march of
events speaks for itself. For years be-
fore the world war, the Left inside the
Second International warned aganst the
ominous consequences of socialist opp9r-
tunism, of ministerialism, of parliamen-
tary cretinism. The collapse of the In-
ternational 6n the declaration of war like
a pack of cards was a complete vindication
of the Left struggle against both the Right
wing and the centrists.

Can it be gainsaid that the German
Social Democracy ruined the prospects of
the Revoluton of 1918 for the working
class? With every nerve they consciously
worked for the restoration of German cap-
italism. They deluded the workers witih
paper plans of socialization. } They called
in the white guard generals to help crush
the revolutionary Spartacist movement
with fire and sword. They liquidated the
Sovieti movement in favor of the bourgeois
Assembly in Weimar. They came to the
rescue of the capitalists in every subse-
quent crisis, and notably in 1923. They

delivered the German workers over to the
tender mercies of the Dawes and Young
Plans. And has the course of the "Labor
Government)" in Great Britain differed in
any essential respect? What plans and
election promises of socialism have they
carried out even on an "installment" plan?
They have not had the power? Then what
are they doing in office. They are serving the
class that has the power—the capitalist
class.

We have adduced the classic exper-
ience of the German and the British social
democrats. We could with equal truth,
space permitting, have dealt with the like
"socialist" evidence from Sweden, Belgium
Denmark, France or any other party in
the Second International. Consider the
Russian Mensheviks who strove obstinately
to divert the Russian revolution into the
channels of a conventional bourgeois re-
public for expansion of private capital: and
now continually hope for a crisis which
will compel the Soviet Union to retrace its
path to a "democratic revolution" (dena-
tionalization of the factories, a stop to
collectivization of the country-side, cessa-
tion of support of revolutionary movement
abroad, entrance into League c.f Nations,
etc.).

The Bole of the Maxtoiis
The writer of the letter refers to the

Independent Labor Party (Maxton group)
as the "real" socialist party. Once more
he argues from the present pseudo-oppo-
sitionist of the Maxton group as if we had
no political experience of the rrtle of the
"Independent" socialists in the working

The Suicide of Vladimir Mayakovsky
The most Celebrated of the contem-

porary Russian poets, the futurist Maya-
kovsky shot himself in the heart on April
14th in Moscow. He was for years at the
height of renown and in the limelight. In-
defatigably he spread (in the gazettes a
socialist optimism of the most orthodox
kind. His evolution was still more marked
in this direction lately. Only a few weeks
ago he gave his resounding adherence to
the Society of Proletarian Writers of Mos-
cow. His Unexpected end is almost in-
explicable.

This audacious spirit, this enemy of
romanticism and sentimentality wrote in a
final note addressed "to all" that suicide
was certainly not a solution, but there was
no other way out for him.

He made some reference to affairs of
the heart that were thwarted by the con-
ditions of life. After which the publicist
Koltsov who knows how to make fun of a
reader compares in the Literary Gazette
the "accident" that happened to Mayakov-
sky with the accident to Shelley who was
drowned while canoeing, and Verhaeren
who was run over by a train. One can
obviously not make these comparisons
without a cultivated sense of humor. At
the same time there was a good deal of
talk of illness. But neither affairs of the
heart, nor even serious illness can entirely
explain the end of such a man.

This death supervened after eighteen
months of heavy literary confusion (not a
production, not a single one during this
whole lapse of time) but frenzied campaigns
against Tom, Dick and Harry, major and
minor excommunications, incessant recog-
nition of mistakes! It is certain that wa
did not know how to hold this artist. The
great official fame and publicity he re-
ceived, the money success, were not suf-
ficient for him, perhaps because of the
element of falseness involved and the emp-
tiness that he experienced from it.
He was a magnificent "fellow traveler" of
the revolution useful and courageous; he
squandered the best part of himself in fu-
tile and harrassing search for some cor-
rect ideological line that he could never
find for many reasons ,and that a handful
of petty pedants and petty censors demand-
ed from him because thati was their job,
their way of earning their bread and butter
(not in the sweat of their brow). Having
become a brilliant rhymster. the most
sought after by the newspepers he suf-
fered from this daily demand which was
bound to be ruinous to his art and the rich-
est part of his personality. He made the
best of a bad job up to a certain point.
His work of the last years remained very
unequal and full of weaknesses. He was
aware of this. He felt himself diminishing.
He did not cease, to justify himself and
to plead superior force.

What lesson can be drawn from the
finish of this career of a great poet attached

with every fiber to the present—to this
present which Yessenin could never com-
pletely grasp. The better part of wisdom
is to leave these "fellow travelers" to find
their own road, and to find their own work
without pretending to baptize them, cate-
chize them, regiment them, without im-
posing on them too minute requirements,
without imagining that one can by the
combined method of copyright, suppression,
criticism and lashings in the press "bol-
shevize" them to the marrow.

A Stalinized «Ten Days

That Shook the World»
No proper appraisal of the Bolshevik

Revolution of November, 1917, can be made
without giving due consideration to all the
leaders of the Russian people who played
leading roles and made the Revolution
possible.

That is why we of the Opposition so
insistently and always expose the attempted
falsifications of history of Yaroslavsky and
other Stalinist historians. Comrade Trot-
sky's great part in the revolution cannot
be explained away permanently. Future
history we know must give him the crediti
due him.

I have just seen the picture "Ten Days
That Shook the World". The great mass
events of the "Ten Days" are faithfully
given. The photography, direction and
scenery are all wonderful and as we know
from other Russian pictures, it is a re-
freshing change from the usual American
pictures. But the point any serious student
of events will notice very quickly in "Ten
Days" is the entire omission of L.D. Trotsky
anywhere in the acting of the pictmre. The
impression an uninformed observer gets
is that he must have played a very minor
role when we all know that the names of
Lenin and Trotsky were inseparably con-
nected with the whole Revolution as well
as all of the first years following it.

I could not help but ask myself. "What
would Lenin say?" about the entire om-
ission of the man who was President of
the Petrograd Soviet in the crisis and of
whom Stalin himlelf has written, "All
tihe work of practical organization was
conducted under the immediate leadership
of the President of the Petrog'-ad Soviet,
comrade Trotsky. It is possible to declare
with certainty that the swift passing of
the garrison to the side of the Soviet, and
the bold execution of the work of the Mili-
tary Revolutionary Committee, the Party
owes principally and above all to comrade
Trotsky." (Pravda, No. 241—"Role of the
Most Eminent Party Leaders".)

John Reed is given no credit for the
title, as he should be, especially before
American audiences.

—W. P. S.

class movement. But we have, and iti Is
more than melancholy experience. These
"Left Oppositions" in the social democracy
are always the reflection of rank and file
unrest, dissatisfaction and radicalization.
The function of the Maxtons is to canalize
this movement, avowedly to prevent it
from flowing into the currents of Com-
munism. Their "independence" is a sham.
In the course of the developing class strug-
gle in Germany, the Independent Socialists
split, the Right going to the majority so-
cialists, the Left to the Communists. The
Austrian social democracy presents one of
the most shameful spectacles of verbal rad-
icalism as a cover for a petty bourgeois pol-
icy of surrender to the pressure of big
bourgeois reaction. A municipal program
of bigger and better apartment houses and
swimming pools cannot conceal the fact
that in every crisis Otto Bauer an* his
associates have held the proletariat! back
from revolutionary action to the point
where the forces of the bourgeoisie, of
clericalism and fascism have i.evei been so
powerful since the war.

Tlie Way of Thomas
In the light of all this we see no

reason for inventing some unique excep-
tion to the internationally tested princip-
les and experiences of the class struggle
so as to exempt Norman Thomas.

Just now it costs him nothing gently to
remind the British labor imperialists of the
necessity of a modicum of international-
ism in their relations with India. It would
not be difficult to find an equivalent senti-
ment among certain sections of the petty
bourgeoisie outside the socialist! leader-
ship. After all this is England's funeral.
It was not hard in the past, nor in tha
war to whip up petty bourgeois enthusiasni
for the right of self-determination of ths
other fellow's subject nationalities and
more than once the world rocked with
accusations of Belgium's mismanagement
of the Congo, of Germany's brutalities in
her African colorvies, of Austrian repres-
sions in Bosnia. Daring the Brest Litovsk
negotiations even the German militarists
suddenly manifested an ardent desire for
the self-determination—of the Ukraine...
But this Norman Thomas is the man who
shortly after the New York civic elections
proposed to change the name of his party
from "socialist" in order to make it more
palatable to and indistinguishable from,
the liberals, and was only prevented by
the opposition of the more cautious Hill-
quit.

The Line of Bolshevism
We are quite ready to have the record

of Bolshevism stand comparison. The
achievements of the socialist dictatorship
speak for themselves. Under the Com-
munists the Russian workers conquered
poltieal power and have held it. They
are building the foundations of a social-
ist society. If they nave encountered for-
midable difficulties the principal reason
is not far to seek. The isolation of the So-
viet Union, the retardation of the inter-
national revolution is the basic objective
factor in the difficulties of socialist con-
struction and for this isolation, the suc-
cessive betrayals of the social democracy
and its cooperation with the bourgeoisie, ia
in turn chiefly responsible. The Commun-
ists made mistakes but these mistakes were
of an entirely different character from the
"mistakes" of the social democrats which
were sheer counter-revolution.

Certainly there is no absolute guaran-
tee against the manifestation of concili-
atory and social democratic tendencies in-
side the Communist movement!. The pre-
sent struggle of the factions in the Com-
intern testifies to that. Under conditions
of capitalist stabilization and encircle-
ment of. the Soviet Union, of the slowing
up in the pace of the world revolution, the
petty bourgeoisie begins to exert a pres-
sure on the Soviet arid Comintern appar-
atus that is dangerous. The consequences
of such pressure have in some major in-
stances already been tragic. It has been
the requirements of the resistance to
this petty bourgeois pressure on the Party
that has given rise to the fight of the
Left Opposition for the continuity of the
line of Marx and Lenin aganst both the
Right and Centrist) factions in the Comin-
tern. With a keen memory of the reasons
for the degeneration of the social demo-
cratic leadership, the Left Opposition is
determined to fight to the end against every
revision of the program of the proletarian
revolution, against every deviation from
the base of internationalism.

—M. SP.
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Towards the X.W1 Congress of the <:.M*.S.U.

Dissolving the Communist Party into the Class
At the end of January 1930, a new re-

cruitment of workers into the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union was proclaimed.
The February issues of the Prnrda are full
of information about the "great upsurge",
about "the mass flocking of workers into
the Party" etc. The Central Committee
has already given the directives: "To get
not less than half the Party membership
from workers in industry until tihe Six-
teenth Party Congress" (Prarda, Feb. 11).
Translating this into the language of fig-
ures it means that in approximately two
months the Party has to admit a minimum
of about 150,000 new members*. Up till
.aow» there are already abomt 200,000
applicants. In a few weeks the number of
members and candidates in the Party will
exceed 2 million.

Collective Admission
All the newspaper statements underline

the collective character of submitting ap-
plications for admission to the Party. They
enter in brigades, shifts, crafts, and even
whole factories. Factory crafts, that "is
several hundred men, with the foremen at
the head, and often even with, the tech-
nicians and engineers, are poured into the
Party. The nuclei grow, 100, 200 and more
percent. Formally, the procedure for ad-
mission Is as always, individual, but in
reality the admission is collective. The
newspapers and the Party leaders insist
that the commissions for recruitment rush
•with the formalities. The Central Recruit-
ing Comifcission decided to "simplify the
admission into the Party" (Prarda, March
4). This is why, in view of the purely for-
mal character of the procedure, the per-
centage of rejected applicants is extremely
insignificant. The lack of the least serious
judgement of candidates, in a word, all this
really anti-Party method of the campaign
Is already alarming the less short-sighted
Communists.

The pursuit of high percentages (al-
imost always fictitious) result in the fact
that a recruiting agent, grabbing by the
sleeve one who refuses to join the Partly
begins to persuade, advise, etc. As a re-
sult—a worker correspondent remarks
in the Pravda—"political illiterates having
insignificant industrial experience go into
the Party". What this policy leads to can
be seen from the partial cleansing of the
Party. For example, in one of the Donbas
districts (Usovca) one third of the mem-
bers in the industrial nuclei were expelled
(Prarda, February 1). The results of the
cleansing in Sumara speak still more el-
oquently that the apparatus has wiped out
the boundary line between the Party and
the class, taken into the Party a raw mass,
•which is not only not transformed in the
Party melting pot but1 in view of the ter-
rible condition of the inner-Party regime,
is pushed away, either by expulsion, or by
falling away. In place of those falling
out, new raw material is poured in. The
Party entrance and exit gates are wide
open.

A Premium on Political Illiteracy
Almost the only, at any rate, the de-

cisive criterion for admission into the Party1

is the question of the productive work and
the " model discipline" of the applicant.
''The most important proof of fitness for
admission into the Party, is the degree of
the active participation of the workers in
the shock brigades, in socialist competition,
and their. actually advanced role in indus-
try"—these are the instructions of the
C. C. of the C. P. S. U. (Pravda, Feb.ll).
Did you participate in socialist competi-
tion? How many days were you absent
from work? How much did you subscribe
for the loan, and did you sell it? In what
•way do you help collectivization? These,
and some more in the same spirit, are the
questions that are asked of an appli-
cant. There are no Party and political
questions. (Even "classic" Trotskyism is
absent.) One may think it is a matter of
one's admission into the cooperative or
the trade union, this is the extent to which
Party spirit Is lacking:. But what does the
Stalinist apparatus need that for? It looks
upon the new additions to the Party only
as a "shock" support to the industrial or-
gans. Lacking any kind of political out-
look the adventurist leaders consider this—
sometimes semi-compulsory1 (the chairman
fcsks: "Who is against?" naturally, there

aren't any. All voet "for".) inclusion of
crafts and factories into the Party as a
means of raising the productivity of la-
bor, as a more successful realization of
intensification and higher tempos. They
are not concerned as to what becomes of
the Party, or whether the Party exists as
such.

The Gap Between Leaders and Masses
In December 1929 the influx of workers

into the Party was still very low. But
now, the Pravda states, "there is an un-
expected great change". The Party organ-
zations are caught "unawares". "At the
factory something unexpected and unfor-
seen occurred: columns of workers sign
up for the Party. The nucleus could in no
way expect it" (Pravda). The writers and
editors do not even notice what a fatal
verdict this is for the farty regime, what
a terrifying statement'on the deterioration
of all the Party tissmes. If we assume,
according to the apparatus — that there
really is a mightly rise in the work-
ing class, and the apparatus sitting there
does not know anything, "does not expect"
anything, "does not foresee" anything, then
it must be recognized that it is separated
from the mass with an impenetrable par-
tition. The fact in itself shows even to the
blind, the depth of the abyss the apparat-
us has dug between itself and the mass.

The Kolonvensk factory entered the
Party almost in a collective body.
Eight thousand workers from this factory
already entered the Party. "The/Kolo-
mensk workers should be an example to
the others"—appeals Pravda. It is there-
fore interesting to consider this factory
in a few words.* The Kolomensk factory
produces machinery (tractors, locomotives,
Diesels etc.), it is something over a hun-

* The figures on the age of those in
the factory entering the Party are very
interesting. Most of them are 30-40 years
old—this holds true for other places. Fifty
percent of them have more than ten years
of industrial experience. "The change that
occurred among the older workers, those
•working in the factory for the last 20-30-40
years, is particularly gratifying," Prarda
writes. It is doubtful -whether this fact is
"particularly gratifying". An old worker
•who was not shaken by the October, or the
civil war—is advanced. The youth, the
Comsomols, that is the most advanced
and active part of the mass is lagging be-
hind. This symptom is more alarming than
"gratifying".

dred kilometres from Moscow. The prolet-
arian staff of the factory was always con-
sidered in the Moscow Party organization
as a backward one, and it really was.
Over 70% of the workers are not only
"bound" to the village, but they have their
own cabin, cow, garden, etc. The brother,
the father of a Kolomensk worker is a
peasant, tie works in the factory and helps
them—they own their holdings together.
The psychology of an average Kolomensk
worker is that of a peasant. He often con-
siders his work in the factory as a support
for his peasant holding. A Kolomensk
worker resembles very little the Lenin-
grad proletarian. It is this factory that
became now the vanguard of the workers
army, and Leningrad its reargiuard. (Up
to March 14 the Moscow district had over
90,000 applicants and the Leningrad about
30,000). And it is no accident. An explan-
ation for this fact will be found not in the
city, but in the village, and particularly in
the "collective" policy. The collective
pushed the Kolomensk, Podolsk and My-
tishchensk worker into the Party. His
peasant status decided. Without penetrat-
ing into the complicated problems of col-
lectivization we nevertheless will point
out that the" element of insurance played no
small role. ""I will have to enter the col-
lective anyway, then I may as well enter it
as a Communist—there will be more privil-
eges." This way he hopes to get easier
credits, inventory, etc. On the other hand
—and this is the most important—the non-
Party worker in the factory does not see
any big difference between himself and the
Party worker. Why shouldn't I get into
the Party, perhaps it will be easier—he
asks himself. Depriving the Partyite, as
well as the non-Party of all rights, press-
ing them in the bureaucratic clamps, the
uaurpationjst apparatus has made of both
of them speechless executors.

Neither the non-Party nor the Party
workei dares to decide, criticize, or delib-
erate. Opening wide the Party doors wipes
out the distinction between the Party and
the class. The Party ceases to be the
vanguard, it ceases to be a Party. But this
is precisely what the apparatus is striving
for. Simutaneosly with the dissolution of
the Party In the class, the apparatus rises
above it all the more. Both these processes
are parallel, one supplementing the other.
On the top the apparatus became a supra-
Party institution, it is without control, it
is infallible, it commands—the Party below
ceases to exist. The further development
of this process is the decay, the death of
the Party as a Party—we must be frank
about this, stating it with all determination.
March 30, 1930

—N. MARKIN

Indian Ferment and Chinese Lessons

During the year 1929, 200,000 workers
intered th?. Party.

(Continued from Page 1)

tragic collaboration of the Stalin-Buchar-
in faction with the bourgeois Kuomintang
in China and the connected theory of Work-
ers and Peasants Parties as substitutes
for the Communist Party in the colonial
countries.

But! instead of soberly recognizing
their mistakes, the Stalin faction desper-
ately clings to office by the sowing of
illusions inside the official Communist par-
ties. On May 30th, the Daily Worker ded-
icated almost its entire issue to heralding
the convocation of the "First Soviet Con-
gress of China". There are no words
strong enough to condemn the criminal
and fantastic light-mindedness with which
the Daily Worker misrepresents the ac-
tual situation in China. An eighth of the
whole territory of the country, it is claim-
ed, is under the sway of Soviet authority.
Yet the fact is that there is not a single
Communist daily in the country. Thanks
to the consequences of the Stalin-Chiang
Kai-Shek alliance in the Kuomintang the
Communist Party first subordinated to
bourgeois discipline for years, was then
decimated by the executions of Hankow and
Shanghai, The Red Trade Union movement
was devastated by the White Terror. The
Canton insurrection was drowned in blood

Nevertheless, with that the adventur-
ism which is the reverse side of Stalinist
opportunism, the Sixth Congress refused
to work out a series of transitional de-
mands about which to rally the masses
anew. As a substitute for the Communist
Party and the requirements of mass action,
recourse was now had to armed bands who
roamed the "country waging sporadic guer-

illa warfare. This expedient for throwing
dust in the eyes of the workers was offi-
cially termed " a higher stage of devel-
opment". The Stalinist slogan lor the
period of the ebb of the revolutionary tide
suddenly became Soviets. But the whole
opportunism that is contained in the abuse
of this slogan at this time is manifested by
the general demands of the so-called First
Soviet Congress. Provision is made for the
expropriation of foreign capital. But noil
a word is said of the expropriation and na-
tonalzatiou of the means of production in,
the hands of the Chinese capitalists. Sta-
lin's slogan is still "democratic dictatorship"
for China and the whole East Such trifl-
ing with the Soviet idea was/ absolutely
unheard of under the regime of Lenin.

The Centrists swing about erratically.
They fear the criticism of the Left Op-
position and make radical gestures cal-
culated to disassociate them from the blun-
ders of their bloc with the Comintern Right.
But their oscillations and the confusion
they sow only rebounds to the advantage of
the Brandler groups. The latter consis-
tently continue the "democratic dictator-
ship and Kuomiutang policy unabashed.
In a manifesto on .the Indian situation
signed jointly by Brandler, Roy, Lovestone
and others of the Right wing, they openly
call upon the Indian bourgeoisie to organ-
ize themselves into a "national revolution-
ary Party" in other words an Indian Kuomin-
tang—into which they can maneuvre the
Communist Party—when formed.

The Left Opposition demands a return
to the Marxist-Leninist theses on the col-
onial revolution.

—MAURICE SPECTOR

Trifling with the Textile

Workers Union
The decline of the Left wing National

Textile Workers Union goes on. While the
United Textile Workers Union, with its
policy of -class collaboration continues to
gain recruits among the textile workers,
especially in the South, the N. T. W. U. is
steadily losing ground.

When one studies the activities, or
rather lack of activities of the N. T. W. U.
during the last period it is amazing thaO
even the shell of the union continues to
function, for there is no doubt whatsoever
that only a mere skeleton of the organiza-
tion is left.

At the center the notoriously incom-
petent Clarence Miller has been replaced
by William Murdoch who is now in charge
of the national office. Murdoch has had
his eye on the secretaryship for many
months and at last is rewarded for his
patience and subserviency. "• vious to
Eli Keller's election to that post almost
a year ago he was an active candidate
for the post, but due to the opposition of
Jim Reid, the president of the union and
others, he was not given the position.

Murdoch is the fourth secretary of the
union in about a year's time. First there
was Albert Weisbord, who was removed,
for not following out the third period pro-
gram as desired by the Stalinists. He was
succeeded by Eli Keller who became a
Lovestoneite. The next was Miller who has
likewise disappeared from the scene. |low
long will Murdoch be at his post?

The appointment of a new national
secretary of the union is accompanied by
a new district organizer in New Bedford,
which was and still is the only city
where the union has any members. At one
time it numbered about 3,000. At present
about 300 are left. The previous organizer,
Martin Russak, from Newark, has beeu
removed for some sort of a deviation.
His successor, Joe Rapparport from New
York, is the fifth within a year. He follows
Keller and Ellen Dawson now in the camp
of the Right wing Lovestoneites and John
Nahorsky, a fourth rate functionary who
asked to be relieved when he found thaf
the job was too big for him.

As we stated in several previous ar-
ticles and now repeat: unless the Stalinist
stranglehold is removed from the N.T.W.U.
and all militant and left wing workers who
belong to the organization are ullowed
to freely participate in its work, there will
be no organization left, except in the minds
of the Party "leaders" and in the reports
of the Daily Worker and other Party
papers.

The textile workers, especially in tho
South, are ripe for organization but the
irresponsible policy of the Party alienates
them. Many workers who join drop ouU
in disgust, others never join due to the
typical methods used by the Stalinists who
head the organizations.

Members of the organization must de-
mand the end of this policy at once and the
opening of a campaign to organize the tex-
tile workers into the N. T. W. U. on a
basis which will allow all militant workers
to participate in its activities. Any other
policy will mean that before the year is
out, the union will exist only in name and
all the gains achieved by several years of
struggle in Passaic, New Bedford and Gas-
tonia will be lost. What will the Party
choose? —FRANK BROMLTCYl
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W THE KEXT ISSUE

The next issue of the Militant will eon-
tain an important declaration of (he Na-
tional Committee of the Communist League
of America to the Members and the Con-
vention of the Communist Parly, Watch.'
for it!

If the number on your wrapper Is

47
then your subscription to the Militant has
expired. Renew immediately in order to
avoid missing any issues.




